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Abstract 

Developing Short Message Service (SMS) and Enhanced Message Service (EMS) 
services require advanced and complex testing to assure the reliability, durability 
and credibility of the services. Such tests include various error scenarios within the 
Global System of Mobile communications (GSM) networks, i.e. packet loss and bit 
errors. In any arbitrary GSM networks such errors rarely appear and are almost 
impossible to repeat, which makes test results quite unreliable.  

This master thesis presents a simulation of a Short Message Service Centre (SMSC). 
A SMSC is the part of a GSM network that handles the messaging, e.g. SMS and 
EMS transmissions. By placing the SMSC in a Transport Control Protocol/ 
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) environment both money and time are saved, through the 
reliability and speed of modern Local Area Networks (LAN).  

The implementation of the SMSC Simulator (SMSCS) proved to be very satisfying. 
It was very well received by the developers, as an eagerly awaited complement for 
the SMS and EMS service development. Almost any kind of error scenario can be 
generated through the simulator, since it allows both data manipulation and traffic 
generation.  

Keywords: mobile, messaging, SMSC, EMS, SMS 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

To achieve a good and profound thesis some guidelines for the design and sequence of work have 
been set up. These will not only ease up the work but also result in a well-structured paper with a 
clear main thread. 

1.1 Objective 

The objective with this project is to give a deeper knowledge of mobile messaging and then use 
the gained information to implement an operational Service Centre (SC), which can handle actual 
messaging.  

Primarily Short Message Service (SMS) and Enhanced Message Service (EMS) messaging will be 
handled, both in theory and in practice, according to the Global System for Mobile 
communications (GSM) specification [2]. The software developed will be applied in a test 
environment, hence the final objective is to help other projects with useful test data. 

Personal goals for the involved students in this project are to get insight in how the telecom 
industry works and get experience of the “business world”. This is a final and golden opportunity 
for Söderberg and Kautto to show what they have learned on their way to their Master of Science 
(M.Sc.). Finally, when the project is finished the student will receive their exams. 

1.2 Purpose 

The main purpose of this project is to develop a Short Message Service Centre (SMSC), which 
will run in a Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) environment. Thereby the 
possibilities to create various test scenarios for SMS and EMS messaging will increase, for 
developers. Quality of products naturally gets higher, as testing gets more credible and efficient. 
Also time and money may be saved in the long run, due to the change of network interface.  

1.3 Background 

It all started on a labour market day in March of 2003 at the Blekinge Institute of Technology 
(BIT) in Ronneby. Söderberg and Kautto visited Teleca Software Solutions’ (TSS) display case 
and talked to their representative, who gave general information about the company and made 
some proposals of master thesis subjects. Due to their interest and experience in wireless 
communication Söderberg and Kautto continued their contact with TSS, which resulted in an 
agreement of developing a SMSC for a TCP/IP environment. 

The agreed project suited Söderberg and Kautto perfectly, as their master thesis has emphasis on 
telecommunication. Of course the project also matched with their great interest in mobile 
networking. 
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1.4 Method 

This master thesis consists of four parts; theory, design, implementation and testing. Parallel to all 
these phases a report will be written, as each part will be thoroughly documented. 

The theory part will focus on studies of the SMS and EMS specifications and to some extent the 
structure of mobile networks. These studies will be done so an understanding of the functionality 
in a SMSC is achieved. As this is the foundation of the entire project it needs to be done very 
thoroughly and accurately, so that the final goal of an operational product can be reached. The 
information will be gathered on a broad base, through i.e. knowledge at TSS, literature on 
telecommunication subjects, standard specifications from 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP), and Internet websites concerning this technology. 

To get a satisfying and well-structured software application the design part is very important. 
Legible flow and sequence charts are necessary, to simplify the implementation. The model needs 
to be object-oriented, to fit into the current framework at TSS. 

The third phase in the project is the implementation, which concerns creating the actual software. 
This should be a quite comfortable task as it is based on the model.  

Testing is the forth and final stage. A test specification will be composed after the implementation, 
so that the fulfilment of all requirements can be verified. If testing reveals any bugs in the software 
these have to be dealt with, after which tests have to be carried out again. Naturally testing will 
occur parallel to the implementation, to verify functionality in modules. 

1.5 Presentation of the problem 

Users sending messages with a Short Message Entity (SME) through a real SMSC rarely have 
knowledge or insight of the error mechanisms in the mobile network. For instance a user may 
notice errors while messaging, but not really see what kind of error has occurred. The most 
common case is probably the one were users get information that a message can not be sent, 
without any further information of the actual problem. Several causes for such a problem exist i.e. 
that the SME never got an acknowledgment for the message from the SMSC.  

Some errors are very rare and therefore hard to get while testing towards a real mobile network. 
Developers of mobile messaging services are naturally interested in generating these rare errors. 

In the existing system at TSS two SMEs communicate with each other over a mobile network, 
were a mobile operator controls the SMSC. This solution generates accurate error codes when a 
fault occurs i.e. when the destination SME is barred. The most common errors can be simulated 
and tested this way, but several rare error as packet loss can not be generated on demand. This 
project aims on solving this problem by simulating a SMSC were errors can be manufactured on 
demand.  

1.6 Problem delimitation 

The aim of the simulated SMSC is not to act exactly as a real SMSC. Due to it’s location within a 
test environment, where i.e. a TCP/IP network is used instead of a mobile network.  

The functionality is limited in some ways, as the intended testing does not involve many SMEs 
sending data at the same time. Maybe only a selection of error codes have to be implemented, as 
some errors can be tested in other ways.  
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1.7 Question at issue 

• How does a SMSC work? 

• What kind of traffic (e.g. datagrams) is involved in SMS messaging? 

• How could this be put into practice in a TCP/IP network? 

1.8 Target group 

The theory in this master thesis is mainly meant to be studied by engineers or people with wide 
knowledge of telecommunication. It should give readers a deeper insight of SMS and EMS 
messaging and the core functionality of a SMSC. 

The implementation on the other hand is restricted by a secrecy agreement between the authors 
and TSS, hence it is not to be published or revealed for anyone else. 

1.9 Involved persons 

This paper is written by two students, Söderberg and Kautto, from the Master of Science program 
at BIT. They have successfully worked together in several projects prior to this one. This should 
guarantee a very good cooperation between them in this project as well, as the collaboration 
between them is great. 

The examiner, Ph.D. student. Lennart Isaksson, is currently positioned at the School of 
Engineering, BIT, Karlskrona.  

Supervisors at TSS are Magnus Granetoft and Magnus Nilsson. Both have broad knowledge of 
mobile messaging and similar projects and are therefore a good support during the entire project. 
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1.10 Time plan 

1.10.1 Preliminary time plan 
Week Task 

39 Introduction.  - General information about the project 
- Installation at Soft Center, Ronneby  
- Compose software requirements specification 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

Prestudy - Obtain general information about SMSC  
- Study SMS specifications  
- Study EMS specification 
- Obtain SMSC related info from within TSS 
- Study literature on the SMSC subject 

50 

51 

52 

01 

Design - Create a model of SMSC based on prestudy 

02 

03 

04 

Implementation - Implement the software, based on the model 

05 

06 

Testing and - Compose a test specification 
verification - Verify requirements through test specification 

Table 1 Table of preliminary time plan 
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1.10.2 Actual time plan 
Week Task 

39 Introduction.  - General information about the project 
- Installation at Soft Center, Ronneby  
- Compose software requirements specification 

40 

41 

42 

Prestudy - Obtain general information about SMSC  
- Study SMS specifications  
- Study EMS specification 
- Obtain SMSC related info from within TSS 
- Study literature on the SMSC subject 

43 Design - Initial rough system overview 
- Class hierarchy layout 

44 

45 

46 

47 

Implementation - Project setup in Visual studio 
- Implementation of base classes 
- SMSCS logic classes 

48 Design - GUI design 
- Microsoft MDI studies 

49 Implementation - GUI implementation 

50 Design - Create a model of SMSC based on prestudy 

51 Testing - Normal flow SMSCS 

52 Design - Added functionality, i.e. package storage 

01 Implementation - Added functionality 

02 Testing - Added functionality 

03 Implementation - Final adjustment and tuning of application 

04 Documentation - Manual for the SMSCS application 

05 Presentation - At TSS in Ronneby 

06 

07 

Documentation - Composing report for BIT 
- Composing documentation for TSS 

08 Delivery - Final delivery of the SMSCS application and all documentation 

09 Presentation - At BIT in Karlskrona 

Table 2 Table of actual time plan 
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1.11 Chapter structure 

Chapter 1 Introduction Contains planning and structure of project. 

Chapter 2 Software Requirements Requirements on the final software. 
Specification 

Chapter 3 Prestudy A deeper insight in the technology behind SMS, EMS 
and SMSC. 

Chapter 4 Design Modulation of the final product i.e. flow and sequence 
charts over the systems functionality. 

Chapter 5 Testing and verification Contains the test specification and test result 
documentation. 

Chapter 6 Results and conclusion Results from the test specifications, problems with the 
testing and a conclusion of the software functionality.  
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Chapter 2 Software Requirements Specification 

This chapter contains the software requirements specification (SRS) for the master thesis 
concerning a simulation of a SMSC in a TCP/IP environment. The purpose of this project is to 
create a SMSC for a test environment at TSS, Ronneby, Sweden. This involves simulating an 
actual SMSC, however with less functionality.  

Both SMS and EMS should be managed by the SMSC. The soul purpose of the simulator is to 
generate error scenarios that are otherwise difficult to achieve in a regular GSM network. 

2.1 System overview 

The basic principle of mobile messaging is that all messages pass through a SMCS. In this centre 
all messages are forwarded to their actual destination. If the recipient is not available the message 
is stored, until the recipient can accept the message. In the figure below a message is sent from the 
originator SME to the SMSC, where the message is forwarded to the recipient SME.  

Figure 1 Messages are sent through a SMSC. 

Several different messaging standards exist, but only SMS and EMS will be considered in this 
paper. SMS are simple messages where each Protocol Data Unit (PDU) contains a maximum of 
140 octets of data. Larger messages than 140 octets can be handled by splitting them. One message 
can be segmented into a maximum number of 255 PDUs. With EMS the SMS technique takes one 
step forward in becoming a multimedia service, as these messages may contain music, images, 
animations or formatted text. The EMS is embedded within the data part of the SMS, hence the 
EMS PDUs have the same size as SMS PDUs.  

Transport PDUs (TPDU) are the transport layer datagrams that are sent between SMEs and 
SMSCs, e.g. all kinds of data are sent with this kind of packets. A TPDU sent from a SME to a 
SMSC is always confirmed with a response message, this also applies for a TPDU sent from a 
SMSC to a SME. The response message consists of an ACK, a NACK or a status report. The later 
one is a response acknowledgement from the SMSC to the SME, which informs about the success 
or failure of a previously sent message. This has to be demanded by the originator SME when 
sending a message. 

Originator SME 

SMSC 

Recipient SME 

Message Message 
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The simulated SMSC is supposed to act as a real one, with some exceptions. The main differences 
are that it is to be run over a TCP/IP network and only handle connections with a few SMEs. To 
manage the communication in the simulation a translation of phone numbers into IP-addresses 
have to be made.  

The SMSC simulator also has to have the capability to generate error codes on demand. As the 
purpose is to test SMEs against different error scenarios, i.e. simulate packet loss. Also logging of 
traffic through the SMSC is essential, so developers can validate the messages they sent. 

Figure 2 SMS/EMS sent through a simulated SMSC 

1. A SMS/EMS is to be sent from the originator SME to a recipient SME. 
2. The SMS/EMS TPDUs are sent over the IP interface to the SMSC. 
3. The SMSC receives the SMS/EMS and handles it. 
4. SMSC needs to translate the recipient SME’s number into an IP-address, before the 

TPDUs can be forwarded. 
5. The SMS/EMS TPDUs is sent over an IP interface to the recipient SME. 
6. At the recipient SME the SMS/EMS is handled according to its content and settings. 
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2.2 Use case 

When TPDUs are transmitted several different scenarios may occur. For instance packets may be 
lost, or unexpected response messages can be returned. In the illustrations below the network is 
minimized to one originator and one recipient, as the project is focused on a test environment.  

Figure 3 The originator sends a TPDU to it’s assigned SMSC 

Originator 
SME 

SMSC 

TPDU 

ACK 

Stored SMSC checks the validity of the received TPDU. 
The TPDU is valid, hence an ACK is returned to 
confirm this. The TDPU is stored on the centre 
until further action is to be taken 

1. 

Originator 
SME SMSC 

TPDU 
 

NACK 
 

 SMSC checks the validity of the received TPDU, 
which is not valid. A NACK is therefore returned 
and the TPDU is discarded 

2. 

Originator 
SME SMSC 

TPDU 
 

 

 SMSC receives an invalid TPDU and a NACK is 
returned, but lost on the way back to the source. 
Hence the originator does not receive any 
acknowledgement. 

3. 

Originator 
SME SMSC 

TPDU 
 

Status 

 SMSC receives a TPDU and checks the validity of 
it. An error occurs and instead of an ACK or 
NACK the originator gets a status report 

4. 

Originator 
SME SMSC 

TPDU 
 

 

Stored 
SMSC receives a TPDU and checks the validity of 
it. The TPDU is valid and stored, but the returned 
ACK is lost 

5. 
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Figure 4 SMSC forwards a TPDU to the recipient SME 
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2.3 Functional requirements 

The SMSC must have the capability to… 

1. Receive SMS/EMS messages from the originator SME. 

2. Validate incoming TPDUs. 

3. Store a minimum of 15 SMS/EMS messages. 

4. Handle SMS/EMS messages containing 1-255 TPDUs. 

5. Discard incoming SMS/EMS messages when the storage is full. 

6. To receive at least 255 incoming TPDUs per minute. 

7. Generate a status report when the recipient SME acknowledges a message. 

8. Respond with an ACK for every valid received SMS/EMS message. 

9. Respond with a NACK for every invalid received SMS/EMS message. 

10. Generate accurate error code when sending a NACK to a SME. 

11. Retransmit stored message to the recipient SME. 

12. Set the validity period of the TPDU to a default value, if it is not set by the originator 
SME. 

13. Delete all stored messages. 

14. Log all incoming traffic to the SMSC. 

15. Log all outgoing traffic from the SMSC. 

16. Have a maximum of 2 simultaneous connections to SMEs. 

17. Translate a phone number into an IP-address. 

18. Receive and handle ACK from the recipient SME. 

19. Receive and handle NACK from the recipient SME. 

The SMSC should allow the option to… 

20. Generate elective response message to the originator SME. 

21. Generate elective values in the response message. 

22. Generate elective error codes in NACK to the originator SME. 

23. Delete data from a TPDU. 

24. Scramble data in a TPDU. 

25. Forward TPDUs in an incorrect sequence order. 

26. Edit the data length of a TPDU. 
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The originator SME must have the capability to… 

27. Translate phone number into IP-address. 

28. Handle incorrect SMSC number. 

The recipient SME must have the capability to… 

29. Translate phone number into IP-address. 

30. Handle incorrect SMSC number. 

2.4 Non-functional requirements 

The SMSC must… 

31. Have a TCP/IP network interface. 

32. Be run on a Windows XP or in a compatible environment. 

33. Be developed in an object-oriented environment. 

34. Always have access to the number database. 

35. Support the 3GPP TS 23.040 version 5.3 specification. 

The originator SME must… 

36. Have a TCP/IP network interface. 

37. Always have access to the number database. 

The recipient SME must … 

38. Have a TCP/IP network interface. 

39. Always have access to the number database. 
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Chapter 3 Prestudy 

This chapter contains the theory behind messaging over mobile networks. The emphasis is on 
GSM, as this is the primary target technology of this paper. The messaging types considered are 
SMS and EMS, as stated previously (1.1). The focus is on describing parts that are of interest from 
the SMSC point of view, including network topology and PDU structure.  

3.1 Global system for mobile communications 

3.1.1 History 
In the mid 1950s, experimental mobile telephony networks were implemented in France. It took 
about 30 years before the mobile systems were mature enough for commercial usage. Three 
generations of mobile systems have been introduced at the publishing of this paper [1].  

The 1st Generation (1G) mobile systems were introduced in the Nordic countries in the 1980s. 
These systems were characterized by their analogue communication. It took about a decade before 
the first commercial digital mobile technology was introduced, along with the 2nd Generation (2G) 
mobile systems in the 1990s [4]. The most well known digital mobile system is of course the GSM 
system. Initially the digital networks gave consumers better voice quality, but as time went on the 
technique also gave possibility for more advanced features. Users now had possibilities to 
customize their mobile phones, which also became capable of data communication and messaging.  

The 3rd Generation (3G) mobile networks, that presently are being introduced worldwide, add 
more bandwidth and thereby more service capability to the end-users. These systems will give the 
users broadband like capability, with access to Internet services. Evolution from 2G to 3G has 
resulted in an intermediate system called 2.5G, which gives almost broadband like packet switched 
feature with the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) technology [5]. 

It is believed that the first SMS was transferred over the European GSM network in 1992. Since 
then the technology of SMS has grown with an enormous speed i.e. the volume of SMS worldwide 
for 2003 was estimated to be around 168 billion messages.  

SMSs can be sent from GSM or Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) mobile 
devices but also from a wide range of other devices such as Internet hosts, telex and facsimile. The 
technology is 99.9% supported by GSM handsets and by most GSM networks worldwide [1]. 

3.1.2 Network architecture 
Three elements build up the GSM network; Mobile Stations (MS), Base Station Subsystems (BSS) 
and Network Subsystems (NS). The two later constitute the core structure of the network, whereas 
the MS is the mobile device used by subscribers. All three elements are constructed of several 
smaller components, as Figure 6 shows.  

The network is constructed of hexagonal cells, were each cell represents the radio coverage of a 
single BSS (Figure 5.b). Big cells may be covered by several smaller one, i.e. in an urban area 
were more capacity is needed (Figure 5.a). The size and number of cells varies, depending on the 
number of channels needed at a specific location [6]. 
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Figure 5 (a) A cell network structure. (b) Base station covering a cell.  

The MS is the actual mobile device in a network, i.e. it can be a basic mobile handset. As seen in 
Figure 6, the MS consists of a Mobile Equipment (ME) and a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). 
The ME contains the radio transceiver and signal processor. The network operator provides a 
unique SIM to the subscriber, e.g. a smart card containing the subscription information.  

Figure 6 Overview of the GSM architecture 

As stated earlier each cell in a cell network has a BSS to manage the traffic within the cell. To 
achieve this the BSS needs to contain at least one Base Transceiver Station (BTS) to handle the 
radio communication with the MS in the cell. A Base Station Controller (BSC) is used to manage 
the transceivers in the BSS. Such control includes functions as handovers and tuning the radio 
power levels. In an ordinary GSM network a BSC controls over 70 BTSs.  

Every GSM network needs to have a network subsystem. Such a subsystem contains a Mobile 
Switching Centre (MSC), a Home Location Register (HLR) and a Visitor Location Register 
(VLR). The switching centre is the component that manages call set-up, release and routing. 
Connections to other networks are handled by the MSC, i.e. the Public Switched Telephony 
Network (PSTN). To the MSC a VLR and a HLR are connected, or they may even be integrated in 
the MSC. The VLR contains information about all MSs attached to the network, and their 
geographical position. The HLR on the other hand contains subscription details for each subscriber 
[1]. 

3.1.3 Short message service (SMS) 
To realize SMS in a GSM network a couple of elements have to be added in the previously 
described GSM network architecture (3.1.2). Two network elements are added in the NS, a SMSC 
and an E-mail GateWay (EGW) (Figure 7). Also, a SME has to be added in the MS, which is 
showed in the figure below. 
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A SME is defined as an element in the network that can send and receive Short Messages (SM). 
Most commonly the SME is a software application installed on the mobile device, but may as well 
be a fax device or an Internet server. The sending SME is referred to as the originator SME and the 
receiver is referred to as the recipient SME, when exchanging SMs. Another variation of SME is 
the external one, which is a server interconnected directly or via a gateway to the SMSC i.e. EGW. 

The key element in the SMS architecture is the SMSC. Here the messages are received from the 
originator SME and then forwarded to the recipient SME. If the recipient SME is not available, the 
message is stored. The SMSC may be integrated with the MSC, just as VLR and HLR. From now 
on in the prestudy, the SMSC will be referred as SC.  

The EGW’s role in the network is to enable interoperability between the mobile network and the 
Internet. The SMS messages are simply converted into e-mails and vice versa [1]. 

Figure 7 A GSM network with SMS capability 

3.1.3.1 Service description 
The initial idea behind SMS was to exchange limited amounts of information between two mobile 
subscribers. Nowadays there are several different types of services using SMS, maybe this is why 
SMS has become a worldwide success. 

The use case of SMS services are divided into three groups, which includes consumer applications, 
corporate applications and operator applications. These are typical applications based on SMS [1]. 

3.1.3.1.1 Consumer Applications Based on SMS 
These types of service applications are suited for consumers i.e. for customizing their handsets, 
receiving information from remote servers or simply for exchanging information with friends. The 
consumer applications are divided into several subgroups: 

• Person-to-person Messaging 
This group consist of the use case of exchanging SM between two mobile subscribers.  

• Information Services 
The most common use case in a machine-to-person scenario. Example of this type of service is 
for instance: financial reports, sport results etc. 

• Voice Message and Fax Notifications 
Relates to the reception of messages, which consist of notifications for voice messages and 
remote fax messages. 

• Internet Email Alerts 
When one or several e-mail messages are waiting to be retrieved on an e-mail server, a 
subscriber could get a notification regarding this. 
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• Download Services 
A subscriber can for instance receive ring tones, pictures or other multimedia data in a SMS.  

• Chat Applications 
Several users exchanging messages between each other in an interactive fashion, which is 
based on SMS for transporting the messages. 

• Smart Messaging 
A use case which enables the exchange of various objects via SMS i.e. Internet configuration 
parameters. 

3.1.3.1.2 Corporate Applications Based on SMS 
This service group directs for the need of professionals and consists of two subgroups[1]: 

• Vehicle Positioning 
With the help of satellites a device can determine it’s position, through Global Positioning 
System (GPS) technology. The gathered information can be sent to a remote server via SMS, 
and then used by i.e. the police to track a stolen vehicle. 

• Remote Monitoring 
With remote monitoring a message can be transported with the information about the state of 
a remote device i.e. notifications by a SMS about the status of a server. 

3.1.3.1.3 Operator Applications Based on SMS 
This service group is used by the operators and consists of four subgroups: 

• SIM Lock 
This use case concerns operators that has locked a mobile device to one SIM card only. The 
device can be unlocked though, by the operator sending a message containing a code to the 
locked device. 

• SIM Updates 
Parameters in the SIM card can easily be remotely updated by a SMS from an operator i.e. 
voice-mail access numbers. 

• Message Waiting Indicator 
With a SMS the operators can update message waiting indicators on the mobile phones i.e. 
when a new voice message is received.  

• Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) Push 
A use case were the SMS can be used as a bearer for realizing the WAP push. 

3.1.3.2 Basic Features 
SMS consist of five different basic features [1]: 

• Message Submission and Delivery 
This is one of the most basic feature of SMS and both message sending and message delivery 
belongs to this area. The message sending concerns the transmission from a MS to a SC, and 
then further on to a recipient SME such as other mobile users or Internet hosts. The message 
delivery is on the recipient’s side. Most of the GSM handsets at the market today are capable 
of theses two features. 
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• Status Reports 
This feature gives the originator of a SMS a status response whether the message is delivered 
or not. 

• Reply Path 
If the originator of a SMS requests a response from the recipient a reply path can be included 
in the message. This means that the SC is able to directly handle a reply from the recipient 
SME. Some times operators use this to allow the message originator to provide a replay 
message ‘free of charge’ for the message recipient. 

• Addressing Modes 
There are several different modes of addressing a SMS. The most common is the Mobile 
Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network (MSISDN)  e.g. +46 706 543 23. Other less 
common types of addressing are: e-mail and short codes. Another type of addressing is sub-
addressing, which means that the addresses consist of two parts separated by the ‘#’ (Figure 
8). This type of addressing can be used to maintain session identifications for the exchange of 
messages or for identifying a specific service code to which a message relates. 

A message can only be addressed to one single recipient. This could be very costly when a 
SMS is sent to a entire group, hence the message needs to be sent several times with different 
destination addresses. 

• Validity Period 
The validity period, set by the originator of the message, defines the deadline after which the 
message content is to be discarded. A SC will stop trying to re-transmit the message, if the 
message has not been delivered before this period ends.  

For instance, if an originator of a message wants to know something particular from the 
recipient in one hour. The validity period will be set to one hour, hence it is not interesting for 
her that the message will live longer than this.  

Figure 8 Sub-addressing/format 

Addressing Sub-addressing 

0123456789 # 64 
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3.1.4 Enhanced Message Service 
Several operators and manufacturers wanted to prevent a stagnation of the tremendous growth of 
SMS traffic. In 2000 they made a common effort to add some additional functionality to the SMS, 
which resulted in the EMS technology. Two different variations of EMS exist, the basic and the 
extended. This paper will mainly cover the basic EMS, and only briefly mention the extended 
EMS. Therefore basic EMS will be referred to only as EMS from here on. 

EMS has a restriction when it comes to data. A picture or melody can not be divided over several 
packages. Thereby such media types have a maximum size of a SMS’s user data, which is 140 
octets. However several messages may still be concatenated, but all pictures and melodies have to 
be fitted into single packages. Another lack in the EMS technique is that all pictures and 
animations are black-and-white, as well as sounds are short and monophonic [7]. 

The basic EMS allows exchange of so-called rich-media messages. The following four types of 
media can be sent with this type of EMS: 

• Text, with or with out formatting 

• Black and white bitmap pictures 

• Black and white bitmap-based animations 

• Monophonic melodies 

Compared to SMS the EMS is a substantial evolution for the person-to-person messaging scenario. 
Another benefit of the EMS is that it does not require any upgrades of the network structure, as the 
data is embedded in ordinary SMS [7]. 

The extended EMS allows data element, such as animations, to be spread over several TPDUs. 
Also colours are allowed, both in pictures and animations, hence there is no black-and-white 
restriction. Both extension EMS and basic EMS should be handled by the SC, since the extension 
data does not affect the segmentation information. The extension EMS is not prioritized in this 
project [7]. 
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3.1.5 Standardization 
Before the introduction of GSM mobile networks in the world, there were several different kind of 
standards incompatible with each other.  

Already in 1989 the telecommunications industry realized that it no longer could continue with the 
different standards, therefore the 3GPP [9] was initiated. As the abbreviation reveals the focus 
presently is the 3G mobile networks, but also 2G and 2,5G mobile specifications are handled by 
3GPP. For instance the European mobile networks were standardized but European 
Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) [8] for 18 years, before they were handed over to 
3GPP in 2000. Hence, the SMS and EMS specifications are also controlled by 3GPP 
specifications.  

Documents released by standardization organizations are called specifications, as they specify the 
requirements that have to be fulfilled to comply with the standard [1]. 

Spec. No. Content 

23.040 Technical Realization of SMS Point-to-Point. Describes the overall functionality of SMS. 

23.038 The various alphabets used by SMS, including non-European character sets 

23.042 / 23.040 / 23.038 Describes the optional SMS Compression algorithms 

23.040 Describes the optional SMS Concatenation mechanisms 

23.040 / 23.038 SMS/email interworking 

23:039 Fixed network to SMS Centre access protocols (e.g. SMPP) 

23:041 SMS Cell Broadcast 

23.040 / 09.02 Message transfer between the SMS Centre and SMS-GMSC/ SMS-IWMSC 

09.02 Interworking between SMS-GMSC/ SMS-IWMSC and the HLR 

09.02 Interworking between the MSC and the VLR 

23.040 / 09.02 Interworking between SMS-IWMSC/ GMSC and the MSC 

04.11 Message transfer between MSC and the Mobile Station 

07.05 Interconnection between a mobile phone that supports SMS and Terminal Equipment 

07.07 Setting up the characteristics of a mobile phone that supports SMS to communicate with 
Terminal Equipment 

07.10 Multiplexing protocol that allows SMS and other services such as Data and voice to be 
interweaved and handled concurrently. 

09.02 Mobile Application Protocol (MAP) 

11.14 SIM Application Toolkit 

Table 3 ETSI specifications concerning messaging in GSM networks 
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3.2 Short Message Service Centre 

3.2.1 Message Transfer 
Message exchange between an originator SME and a recipient SME is proceeded in two or three 
steps (Figure 9), depending on the type of message [1]. 

1. The first step is the message submission, where the message is submitted to the SC. After this, 
the SC verifies the message with other network elements. This confirms that the originator 
should be allowed to use the service, i.e. belongs to the network, enough of pre-paid credit. 

2. The second step of the procedure concerns with the message delivery from SC to the recipient 
SME. If recipient is unavailable, the SC will store the message until recipient becomes 
available or validity period expires. 

3. The third and final step is the status report, which only exists if the message originator has 
request the service. This status report is generated by the SC to the originator SME and 
contains information of the message delivery (success or failure). 

Figure 9 Message transfer between SMEs 

There are six different types of transactions that can occur in the communication between SMEs 
and the SC. More detailed information about these transactions will follow later (3.2.2.3).  

• SUBMIT 
This is a submission of a message from an originator SME to the SC.  

• SUBMIT-REPORT 
The SC gives the originator SME an acknowledgement of the SUBMIT.  

• DELIVER 
The delivery of a message from the SC to the recipient SME.  

• DELIVERY-REPORT 
The recipient SME gives the SC an acknowledgement of the DELIVER.  

• STATUS-REPORT 
This is a receipt of a previous SUBMIT, stating success or failure of DELIVER.  

• COMMAND 
A request, usually from an external SME, for the execution of a specific command at the SC.  
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3.2.1.1 Protocol structure 
The SMS protocol stack consists of four layers; Application Layer (AL), Transfer Layer (TL), 
Relay Layer (RL) and Link Layer (LL) (Figure 10) [1]. According to the specification a SC does 
not process the AL. Due to the requirements on the simulation, e.g. to discard segments, it has to 
break the specification and act on the AL.  

AL The highest level in the protocol stack is the AL, hence this is implemented in the SMEs in 
form of send, receive and interpret the content of messages. Mechanisms as segmentation 
and concatenation are also handled at this level. The AL data is referred to as the user data, 
and is not processed by the SC. 

TL The user data has to be prepared for transmission by being put into TPDUs, a sequence of 
octets that comprises the message length, message originator or recipient, date of reception 
etc. 

RL The transmission between network elements is managed by the RL, which handles two 
functions in addition to its usual switching capabilities. The first one is SMS gateway MSC, 
which deals with the routing information for the TPDUs. The other one is the SMS 
InterWorking MSC, which has the task to receive messages from the mobile network and 
then forward them to the serving SC.  

LL The physical transmission is handled by the LL. It protects against low-level channel errors. 

Figure 10 SME-to-SME communication through a SC 

3.2.1.2 Message Structure and Terminology 
Due to limitations at the TL, a message with large data size may need to be divided into several 
message segments. Upon delivery at the recipient SME, these segments are concatenated back into 
one single message. This mechanism is handled by the AL. Under transport, the segments need to 
be mapped into TPDUs at the TL as Figure 11 describes [1]. 

 

Figure 11 Message segmentation and concatenation  
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3.2.2 Layers 
This section covers the four layers (3.2.1.1) in the SMS protocol stack. These will be described 
from the top and down, e.g. from AL to LL. Some parts may be left out in the different layers, due 
to the fact that they are of no interest within this project.  

3.2.2.1 Application Layer 
The AL is the highest layer in the protocol stack (Figure 10). Here the user application’s data is 
stored in PDUs, with a maximum size of 140 octets. As mentioned earlier (3.1.4) the EMS is 
handled as pure user data to be backward compatible with SMS, therefore the EMS is processed at 
the AL. This way messages still can be processed as ordinary SMSs, by devices not capable of 
interpreting the EMS format.  

3.2.2.1.1 User Data (UD) and User Data Header (UDH) 
The data in the Application PDU (APDU) consists of a header and a data part (Figure 12). The 
header is optional, as it contains either EMS content or SMS control. If a header is present in the 
APDU it is structured as Figure 13 or Figure 14 shows, depending on the data coding. As it can 
been seen in those figures there are four different parameters in the UDH; UDH Length (UDHL), 
Information-Element-Identifier (IEI), Length of Information-Element (IEIDL) and Information-
Element Data (IED) [2]. 

Figure 12 APDU structure. 

Figure 13 User-data structure with 7-bit data coding. 

Figure 14 User-data structure with 8-bit or 16-bit data coding. 
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3.2.2.1.2 Information Element (IE) 
An IE can be an EMS element such as a command for text formatting, a melody, an animation or a 
picture. It could also be an IE for SMS control. The IE is classified into three categories: 

• SMS Control – identifies those IEIs which have the capability of dictating SMS functionality. 

• EMS Control – identifies those IEIs which manage EMS content IEIs. 

• EMS Content – identifies those IEIs containing data of a unique media format. 

The IEI indicates the IE type (Table 5) and the IEIDL indicates the length of the IED in octets. The 
IED represents the IE payload containing i.e. picture positions, concatenation information 
(3.2.2.1.3) An IE can not be segmented and spread over several message segments, hence the 
element needs to be fit into one single message. If a recipient SME does not recognize a particular 
IEI, it will skip the entire IE and continue to the following IE. Some of the IEI are allowed more 
then once in a UDH, while other are only allowed once. This is shown in Table 5 under 
repeatability [2]. 

3.2.2.1.3 Concatenation 
Messages that are longer then the maximum TPDU length have to be segmented before they can 
be transmitted. To be able to concatenate the segments on the recipient side they have to be set 
with; a reference number, the maximum number of segments and the sequence number of the 
current message (Table 4). 

The IED added to each segment begins with a 1-2 octet reference number. This number is used to 
separate segments from different originator at the recipient side, hence it works as a session 
identifier.  

The next octet contains the number of segments associated with the current message. This value 
must be between 0 and 255. If the value is 0 then it is to be ignored. 

The final octet in the IED is the sequence number of the current segment. This value shall of 
course not be greater than the maximum number of segments in the message. This octet is also to 
be ignored if it is 0 [2]. 

Octet Significance 

n = 1 or 2 Concatenated SM reference number 

n + 1 Maximum number of segments in the concatenated SM 

n + 2 Sequence number of the current segment 

Table 4 Information elements for concatenation 

When splitting the message into segments the UDH has to be taken into account. None less than 
six or seven octets have to be reserved for the UDH in each segment; 1 octet UDHL, 1 octet IEI, 1 
octet IEIDL and the three or four octets mentioned above (Table 4). This leads to a maximum of 
134 (140-6) or 133 (140-7) octets of data in each segment. [2]. 
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Value (hex) Description Classification Repeatability 

00 Concatenated SM, 8-bit reference number SMS control No 

01 Special SMS message indication SMS control Yes 

02 Reserved N/A N/A 

03 Value not used to avoid misinterpretation as <LF> character N/A N/A 

04 Application port addressing scheme, 8 bit address SMS control No 

05 Application port addressing scheme, 16 bit address SMS control No 

06 SC control parameters SMS control No 

07 UDH source indicator SMS control Yes 

08 Concatenated SM, 16-bit reference number SMS control No 

09 Wireless control message protocol SMS control Note 3 

0A Text formatting EMS control Yes 

0B Predefined sound EMS content Yes 

0C User defined sound (iMelody max 128 bytes) EMS content Yes 

0D Predefined animation EMS content Yes 

0E Large animation (16*16 times 4 = 32*4 = 128 bytes) EMS content Yes 

0F Small animation (8*8 times 4 = 8*4 = 32 bytes) EMS content Yes 

10 Large picture (32*32 = 128 bytes) EMS content Yes 

11 Small picture (16*16 = 32 bytes) EMS content Yes 

12 Variable picture EMS content Yes 

13 User prompt indicator EMS control Yes 

14 Extended object EMS content Yes 

15 Reused extended object EMS control Yes 

16 Compression control EMS control No 

17 Object distribution indicator EMS control Yes 

18 Standard WVG object EMS content Yes 

19 Character size WVG object EMS content Yes 

1A Extended object data request command EMS control No 

1B – 1F Reserved for future EMS features N/A N/A 

20 RFC 822 E-mail header SMS control No 

21 Hyperlink format element SMS control Yes 

22 Reply address element SMS control No 

23 – 6F Reserved for future used N/A N/A 

70 – 7F (U)SIM toolkit security headers SMS control Note 1 

80 – 9F SME to SME specific use SMS control Note 2 

A0 – BF Reserved for future use N/A N/A 

C0 - DF SC specific use SMS control Note 2 

E0 - FF Reserved for future use N/A N/A 

Note 1 The functionality of these IEIs is defined in 3GPP TSG 230.48 [28] 
Note 2 The functionality of these IEIs is used in a proprietary fashion by different SC vendors. 
Note 3 The functionality of these IEIs is defined by the WAP forum. 

Table 5 IEI types 
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3.2.2.2  Transfer Layer 
As mentioned earlier (3.2.1) transactions involve several different types of TPDUs, depending on 
the purpose of the message. Every type has different structures, as it comes to number and type of 
parameters. In this section all different parameters will be explained in more detail. 

The structure of a TPDU is basically a header followed by a data part (Figure 15), where the data 
part is an APDU from the AL. The total sum of data in the TPDU should be dividable with eight, 
else the APDU has to be padded [2]. 

Figure 15 TPDU structure 

The following sections describe the different Transport Protocol (TP) parameters of the TPDU 
header. More details of the complete TPDU structure can be viewed under the coming section 
about SMS Transactions (3.2.3).  

3.2.2.2.1 TP - Message Type Indicator (MTI) 
The TP-MTI is a 2 bit field to indicate what type of message the TPDU contains. These bits are 
always the first two bits in the first octet in a TPDU, so that the receiver can identify the message 
type before processing it. There are also two different interpretations of this setting, depending on 
if the TPDU is sent from SC to MS (Table 6) or vice versa (Table 7) [2]. 

Bits 1 0 Message type 

0 0 DELIVER 

0 1 SUBMIT-REPORT 

1 0 STATUS-REPORT 

1 1 Reserved 

Table 6 TP-MTI from SC to MS 

Bits 1 0 Message type 

0 0 DELIVER-REPORT 

0 1 SUBMIT 

1 0 COMMAND 

1 1 Reserved 

Table 7 TP-MTI from MS to SC 

When the reserved value is used the MS shall process the message as a DELIVER. 

Header APDU 

TPDU 
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3.2.2.2.2 TP - More Message to Send (MMS) 
This single bit indicates to the MS whether there are more messages waiting in the SC or not 
(Table 8). Two message types use this parameter, the DELIVER and the STATUS-REPORT. In 
both cases the bit is located directly after the TP-MTI, e.g. as bit 2 of the first octet. Notice, when 
the message is a STATUS-REPORT the parameter refers to messages waiting for the recipient of 
the report [2]. 

Bit 2  

0 Messages are waiting for the MS in the SC 

1 No more messages are waiting for the MS in the SC 

Table 8 TP-MMS settings 

3.2.2.2.3 TP - Reject Duplicate (RD) 
The TP-RD is a one bit parameter used by SUBMIT to prevent duplication of messages (Table 9) 
[2]. 

Bit Description 

0 SC shall accept duplicate messages 

1 SC shall not accept a SUBMIT for an SM still held in the SC 
which has the same TP-MR and TP-DA, as a previously 
submitted SM from the same OA. 

Table 9 TP-RD settings 

3.2.2.2.4 TP - Validity Period (VP) Relative format  
The relative format is set with one octet, which represents four different types of time format. The 
validity period can be set with a 5 minute interval for the first 12 hours, then with 30 minute 
intervals for the coming 12 hours, then a one day intervals for up to a month, and finally with one 
week intervals for up to over a year (Table 10). The validity period column in the table states a 
formula to use to get the actual period length [2]. 

TP-VP value Validity period Interval 

0 - 143 (TP-VP + 1) x 5 minutes 5 minutes - 12 hours (in 5 min. intervals) 

144-167 12 hours + ( (TP-VP -143) x 30 minutes ) 12,5– 24 hours (in 30 min. intervals) 

168-196 (TP-VP - 166) x 1 day 2 – 30 days (in 1 day intervals) 

197-255 (TP-VP - 192) x 1 week 5 – 63 weeks (in 1 week intervals) 

Table 10 TP-VP in relative format 

3.2.2.2.5 TP - Validity Period Absolute format  
In the absolute format the validity period is set exactly with a semi-octet representation, for the 
time when the validity of a SM shall be terminated. A timestamp containing date, time and time 
zone is set using semi-octet digits, as shown in Table 11. The time zone indicator gives the 
difference in quarters of an hour between local time and Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), positive 
or negative difference is indicated with bit3 in the first time zone semi-octet [2]. 

 Year Month Day Hour Minute Second Time Zone 

Semi-octets 0001 0000 0010 0001 0011 0010 1001 0000 0011 0101 0010 0100 0100 0000 

Decimal 01 12 23 05 53 42 GMT +1 

Table 11 TP-VP in absolute format, showing 23 Dec 01 05:53,42 GMT +1 
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3.2.2.2.6 TP - Validity Period Enhanced format  
TP-VP enhanced format consists of seven octets, which all are mandatory even if they may not all 
be used. The first octet indicates in what way the following six are to be used (Table 12). This 
means that reserved or unused bits have to be set to zero [2]. 

Bit Function 

0 Validity period format (Table 13) 

1 Validity period format (Table 13) 

2 Validity period format (Table 13) 

3 Reserved 

4 Reserved 

5 Reserved 

6 Single SM 1 SC is required to make one delivery 
  attempt, present TP-VP shall be 
  applicable on the attempt 
 0 Default attempt functionality 

7 Extension bit 1 TP-VP functionality indicator 
  extends to another octet 
 0 No extension octets to follow 

Table 12 TP-VP functionality indicator octet 

Bits 2 1 0 Validity Period Format 

0 0 0 No validity period specified 

0 0 1 Validity period is specified as relative (3.2.2.2.4) 

0 1 0 Validity period is relative in integer representation. 
The following octet contains the TP-VP value in the 
range 0-255, represented in seconds. The value 0 is 
undefined and reserved. 

0 1 1 Validity period is relative in semi-octet 
representation. The following three octets contain 
hours, minutes and seconds giving the validity 
period from the receiving of the message at the SC. 

1 0 0 Reserved 

1 0 1 Reserved 

1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 Reserved 

Table 13 TP-VP Validity period format settings 

3.2.2.2.7 TP - Validity Period Format (VPF) 
This 2 bit field located in the first octet of SUBMIT defines the type of validity period used (Table 
14) [2]. 

Bit 4 Bit 3 Description 

0 0 TP-VP not present 

0 1 TP-VP – enhanced format 

1 0 TP-VP – relative format 

1 1 TP-VP – absolute format 

Table 14 TP-VPF settings 
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3.2.2.2.8 TP - Status Report Indication (SRI) 
This 1-bit setting is located in the first octet of a DELIVER and specifies if a STATUS-REPORT 
shall be returned to the originator SME (Table 15) [2]. 

Bit 5 Description 

0 STATUS-REPORT shall not be returned to SME 

1 STATUS-REPORT shall be returned to SME 

Table 15 TP-SRI settings 

3.2.2.2.9 TP - Status Report Request (SRR) 
The 1-bit TP-SRR is located in the first octet of SUBMIT and COMMAND, and indicates whether 
a STATUS-REPORT is in request or not (Table 16) [2]. 

Bit 5 Description 

0 STATUS-REPORT is not requested 

1 STATUS-REPORT is requested 

Table 16 TP-SRR settings 

3.2.2.2.10 TP - Status Report Qualifier (SRQ) 
The 1-bit TP-SRQ is located in the first octet of the STATUS-REPORT. It indicates what type of 
message the STATUS-REPORT concerns [2]. 

Bit 5 Description 

0 SUBMIT 

1 COMMAND 

Table 17 TP-SRQ settings 

3.2.2.2.11 TP - Message Reference (MR) 
TP-MR is the integer representation, used as reference number in SUBMIT and COMMAND, 
when submitting from MS to SC. The value is stored in one octet, hence the value varies from 0 to 
255.  

This value is based on the previously used TP-MR, which is incremented by one before it is put in 
the TPDU. Notice that the new TP-MR is not stored in the SIM until the message is actually sent.  

The SUBMIT or COMMAND shall automatically be resent, if no response or error code is 
received in response to a SUBMIT or a COMMAND. In these cases, the same TP-MR must be 
used and the TP-RD (3.2.2.2.3) shall be set to 1. It should be possible to disable this automatic 
retransmission on the MS. 

When an automatic attempt fails the user should be informed about it and also be able to demand 
retransmission later, therefore the message should be stored in a way that this is possible.  

The SC should discard any message that has the TP-RD set to 1 and which has the same TP-MR as 
the previous received message from the same originator. In the case of duplicate messages at the 
SC, it should respond with a negative SUBMTI-REPORT indicating the error [2]. 
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3.2.2.2.12 TP - Parameter Indicator (PI) 
TP-PI indicates which optional parameters are set in the DELIVER-REPORT and SUBMIT-
REPORT. Each bit in the TP-PI octet represents an optional parameter (Table 18). When a bit is 
set to 1 the parameter is present, otherwise it is not [2]. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

Extension bit Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved TP-UDL TP-DCS TP-PID 

Table 18 TP-PI settings 

3.2.2.2.13 TP - Originating Address (OA) 
This part of the TPDU contains the address of the originator. As the figure below shows the 
address consists of three fields; address-length, type-of-address and address-value. The total size 
of these three may be a maximum of 12 octets; this is for addressing at the TL.  

The first octet is an integer representation of the number of semi-octets used within the address 
value field. This count also includes any semi-octet containing fill bits [2]. 

Octet           

1          Address-Length 

2          Type-of-Address 

3         

4         

5         

         

         

n          

Address-Value 

Figure 16 Address field layout 

The type-of-address field has two components, type-of-number and numbering-plan-identification. 
The first one indicates what type of number (Table 19) the address value contains. The numbering 
plan (Table 20) should be used to interpret the address value. Note that bit7 of the type-of-address 
octet is always set to 1 [2]. 

Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4  

0 0 0 Unknown Used when user or network has no information of the 
numbering plan. 

0 0 1 International number This format shall be accepted also when the recipient is in 
the same country as the MSC. 

0 1 0 National number Prefix or escape digits shall not be included. 

0 1 1 Network specific number Used to indicate administrative or service numbers specific 
to the serving network. 

1 0 0 Subscriber number Used when a short number is stored with one or more SC. 

1 0 1 Alphanumeric Coding with GSM 7-bit alphabet. 

1 1 0 Abbreviated number  

1 1 1 Reserved for extension  

Table 19 Addressing type-of-number 
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Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0  

0 0 0 0 Unknown 

0 0 0 1 ISDN/Telephone 

0 0 1 0 Reserved 

0 0 1 1 Data 

0 1 0 0 Telex 

0 1 0 1 SC 

0 1 1 0 SC 

0 1 1 1 Reserved 

1 0 0 0 National 

1 0 0 1 Private  

1 0 1 0 ERMES  

1 0 1 1 Reserved 

1 1 0 0 Reserved 

1 1 0 1 Reserved 

1 1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 1 Reserved for extension 

Table 20 Addressing numbering-plan-identification 

The numbering plan 0101 is reserved and shall always be transmitted as 0000. When addressing a 
SC, MSC, Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) or MS numbering plan is 0001. Addressing 
SMEs on the other hand can be done with any numbering plan (Table 20). 

3.2.2.2.14 TP - Destination Address (DA) 
TP-DA is set in the same manor as the TP-OA (3.2.2.2.13), with the difference that TP-DA 
consists of the destination of the TPDU.  

3.2.2.2.15 TP - Protocol Identifier (PID) 
The TP-PID is an element which the TL refers to the higher layer protocol being used, or indicates 
interworking with a certain type of telematic device. 

The SC should reject messages when TP-PID contains reserved or not supported values. The 
parameter consists of one octet and the bits in the octet are used as table below. 

Value (bit 7 – bit 6) Description 

00 Assigns bit 0 – 5 (Table 22) 

01 Assigns bit 0 – 5 (Table 23) 

10 Reserved 

11 Assigns bit 0 - 5 for SC specific use 

Table 21 Bit 7 -6 in TP-PID 

If the TP-PID belongs to a SUBMIT and has bit 7-6-5 set to 001, the SC need to convert the 
message into a form suited for the SME [2]. 
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Value (bit 5- 0) Description 

0xxxxx No interworking, but SME-to-SME protocol 

Telematic interworking 

100000 Implicit – device type is specific to this SC, or can be concluded on the basis of the address 

100001 Telex 

100010 Group 3 telefax 

100011 Group 4 telefax 

100100 Voice telephone 

100101 European Radio Messaging System (ERMES) 

100110 National Paging system 

100111 Videotex 

101000 Teletex, carrier unspecified 

101001 Teletex, in Packet Switched Public Data Network (PSPDN) 

101010 Teletex, in Circuit Switched Public Data Network (CSPDN) 

101011 Teletex, in PSTN 

101100 Teletex, ISDN 

101101 Universal Computer Interface (UCI) 

101110… 101111 Reserved 

110000 A message handling facility (known to the SC) 

110001 Any public X.400-based message handling system 

110010 Internet electronic mail 

110011… 110111 Reserved 

111000… 111110 Values specific to each SC, usage based on mutual agreement between the SME and the SC 

111111 A GSM/UMTS mobile station. The SC converts the received TP-DCS to a TP-DCS supported 
by the destination MS. 

Table 22 Bit 5–0 in TP-PID, where bit 7-6 is set to 00 

Value (bit 5- 0) Description 

000000 SM Type 0 (1) 

000001 Replace SM Type 1 (2) 

000010 Replace SM Type 2 (2) 

000011 Replace SM Type 3 (2) 

000100 Replace SM Type 4 (2) 

000101 Replace SM Type 5 (2) 

000110 Replace SM Type 6 (2) 

000111 Replace SM Type 7 (2) 

001000… 011101 Reserved 

011110 EMS (Obsolete) 

011111 Return call message (3) 

100000... 111011 Reserved 

111100 ANSI-136 R-DATA (7) 

111101 ME data download (6) 

111110 ME de-personalization SM (4) 

111111 SIM data download (5) 

Table 23 Bit 5-0 in TP-PID, where bit 7-6 is set to 01 
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1. Indicates that the ME must acknowledge receipt of the SM but may discard its contents. 

2. An optional feature for the ME and the SIM is that the recipient SME always must check if 
associated TP-PID contains Replace Message Type code from the SC. If code exists, the SME 
shall check the originator address with any existing stored message with the same TP-PID and 
TP-OA and replace them with the new message and other parameter values. If no messages 
are to be replaced or if TP-PID is empty, the message shall be stored in a normal way. A SC 
should react similarly of this procedure, when receiving messages from an originator SME, 
but only the TP-OA is to be checked. 

3. Indicates to the MS that a user call can be established to the address specified within the TP-
OA. The message is handled in the same way procedure like Replace SM type. 

4. Is a message, which instructs the ME to de-personalities the ME. The TP-DCS parameter shall 
be set to uncompressed, default alphabet and message class 1. The TP-UD parameter contains 
de-personalization information. 

5. A facility whereby the ME must pass the message in its entirety including all SMS elements 
contained in the DELIVER to the SIM. The TP-DCS parameter shall be set to 8 bit message 
class 2, otherwise the message will be handled in the normal way by the ME. 

6. A facility whereby the ME shall process the message in its entirety including all SMS 
elements contained in the DELIVER to the ME. The TP-DCS parameter should in normal be 
set to message class 1. If parameter is already set to this, and the ME is missing an SME, the 
message should be discard. The entire TP-UD is available for ME data download. 

7. A facility whereby the ME must pass the message in its entirety, including all elements 
contained in the DELIVER, to the SIM using. The TP-DCS parameter shall be set to 8-bit 
message class 2, otherwise the message will be treated as in normal way by the ME. 

3.2.2.2.16 TP - Data Coding Scheme (DCS) 
TP-DCS is a one-octet parameter that indicates the type of coding that is used for the TP-UD.  

A message does not only have a specific type, it also belongs to a class. There are four different 
classes. Often messages do not belong to any of the classes and are then placed in class1 or class2 
by the recipient SME. This is set in the TP-DCS, along with the coding setting and coding group 
according to Table 24.  

The coding group indicates how the message should be handled by the recipient SME after it has 
been interpreted and read. A message can be marked for automatic deletion, message waiting 
indication discard or message waiting indication store. The first one means that the message is 
deleted after it has been read. The other two imply action taken on informing the subscriber of the 
status of messages waiting for retrieval, these information messages can be either discarded or 
stored after processing.  

The TP-DCS is set with eight bits of the TPDU, this octet is divided into coding groups by bits 7-
4. All combinations are presented in Table 24 [2]. 
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Coding group Coding setting 

0000 Bit 3-0:0000 Special case indicates GSM7 bit default alphabet with no message class. 

00xx Bit 5-4 of the coding group is set as follows: 

Bit5: 0 Indicates that text is uncompressed. 
Bit5: 1 Indicates that text is compressed. 

Bit4: 0 Indicates that bits 1 and 0 are reserved, without message class meaning. 
Bit4: 1 Indicates that bits 1 and 0 have a messaging class meaning, see below; 

Bit1 Bit0 Message Class 
 0 0 Class0:  
 0 1 Class1: Default meaning (ME specific) 
 1 0 Class2: SIM specific message 
 1 1 Class3: Default meaning TE specific 

Bit3 Bit2 Character set 
 0 0 GSM 7 bit default alphabet 
 0 1 8 bit data 
 1 0 UCS2 (16bit) 
 1 1 Reserved 

01xx Message marked for automatic deletion group. 
This group can be used by the originator SME to mark a message for deletion after it has been read by 
the recipient. Mobile manufacturers may provide the users the option to prevent this automatic deletion. 

Bit 5-0 are set the same way as in group 00xx 

1000…1011 Reserved coding groups. 

1100 Message waiting indication group: Discard message. 
The mobile shall set the indication and then discard the SMS. 

Bit3: 0 Set indication inactive 
Bit3: 1 Set indication active 
Bit2:  Reserved and set to 0 

Bit1 Bit0 Indication type 
 0 0 Voicemail message waiting 
 0 1 Fax message waiting 
 1 0 E-mail waiting  
 1 1 Other message waiting 
The other message option should not be used by manufacturers until its standardization is finalized. 

Text included in the user data is coded in the GSM 7 bit default alphabet. 

1101 Message waiting indication group: Store message. 
The same as for the group above (1100), with the difference that the mobile shall store the text of the 
SMS in addition to setting the indication. 

1110 Message waiting indication group: Store message. 
The same as the group above (1101), with the difference that the text is coded with uncompressed UCS2 

1111 Data coding / message class 

Bit3: 0 Reserved and set to 0 
Bit2: 0 GSM 7 bit default alphabet 
Bit2: 1 8-bit data 

Bit1 Bit0 Indication type 
 0 0 Class0 
 0 1 Class1 Default meaning: ME-specific 
 1 0 Class2 SIM-specific message 
 1 1 Class3 Default meaning: TE-specific 

Table 24 Bit settings of the TP-DCS  
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3.2.2.2.17 TP - Service Centre Time Stamp (SCTS) 
TP-SCTS contains the time when a TPDU was received by the SC. The format of the data is the 
same as the one used in TP-VP Absolute format (3.2.2.2.5). 

A MS shall assume that digits are set to zero, when ever a received semi-octet does not contain a 
value between 0-9.  

3.2.2.2.18 TP - Discharge Time (DT) 
TP-DT contains the time at which a DELIVER was successfully delivered or the time a DELIVER 
was discarded by the SC. It may also contain the time when a COMMAND has been executed or 
discarded by the SC. The format used here is the same as the one in TP-VP Absolute format 
(3.2.2.2.5). 

3.2.2.2.19 TP - Recipient Address (RA) 
TP-RA is a field containing the address to the SME, which was the subject of a STATUS-
REPORT. Address format is the same as in TP-OA (3.2.2.2.13). 

3.2.2.2.20 TP - User Data Length (UDL) 
The TP-UDL is an integer value representing the number of characters or octets in the TP-UD 
(3.2.2.2.28). The value differs a bit depending on how the TP-DCS (3.2.2.2.16) is set. With 7-bit 
coding the value gives the number of septets in the TP-UDH (3.2.2.2.28) and TP-UD, and if the 
coding is 8 or 16-bit the value is the number of octets in the TP-UDH and TP-UD. The value of 
course includes any padding in the TP-UDH. When the value is zero, no TP-UD is present [2]. 

3.2.2.2.21 TP - Reply Path (TP-RP) 
TP-RP indicates if a reply is to be allowed through the same SC from where a DELIVER or 
SUBMIT was retrieved. This is a one-bit parameter, set as shown in Table 25 [2]. 

Bit 7  

0 Reply is not allowed 

1 Reply is allowed 

Table 25 TP-RP setting 

3.2.2.2.22 TP - Message Number (MN) 
This one-octet parameter allows a MS to refer uniquely to a SM. The value is the same as the TP-
MR (3.2.2.2.11) for a previously submitted SM [2]. 
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3.2.2.2.23 TP - Status (ST) 
The TP-ST field indicates the status of previously submitted SUBMIT or COMMAND. It consists 
of one octet and the bits in the octet are used as table below shows [2]. 

Value  Description 

SM transaction completed 

00000000  Message received by the SME 

00000001  Message forwarded by the SC to the recipient SME, but SC is unable to 
confirm delivery 

00000010  Message replaced by the SC 

Reserved values 

00000011… 00001111 Reserved 

00010000… 00011111 Values specific to each SC 

Temporary error, SC still trying to transfer the message 

00100000  Congestion 

00100001  SME busy 

00100010  No response from SME 

00100011  Service rejected 

00100100  Quality of Service not available 

00100101  Error in SME 

00100110… 00101111 Reserved 

00110000… 00111111 Values specific to each SC 

Permanent error, SC is no longer making delivery attempts 

01000000  Remote procedure error 

01000001  Incompatible destination 

01000010  Connection rejected by SME 

01000011  No obtainable 

01000100  Quality of Service not available 

01000101  No interworking available 

01000110  Message validity period expired 

01000111  Message deleted by originator SME 

01001000  Message deleted by SC administration 

01001001  Message does not exist (or the SC has no knowledge of the it) 

01001010… 01001111 Reserved 

01010000… 1011111 Values specific to each SC 

Temporary error, SC is not making any more transfer attempts 

01100000  Congestion 

01100001  SME busy 

01000010  No response from SME 

01000011  Service rejected 

01100100  Quality of Service rejected 

01100101  Error in SME 

01100110… 01101111 Reserved 

01110000… 01111111 Values specific to each SC 

10000000… 11111111 Reserved 

Table 26 TP-STATUS codes 
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3.2.2.2.24 TP - Command Type (CT) 
The TP-CT consists of one octet and specifies the type of operation the SC should perform (Table 
27). 

Value (bit 7 ... 0) Command description Status report 

00000000 Enquiry relating to previously submitted SM 1 

00000001 Cancel status report request relating to previously 
submitted SM 

0 

00000010 Delete previously submitted SM 0 

00000011 Enable status report request relating to previously 
submitted SM 

0 

00000100... 00011111 Reserved Unspecified 

11100000... 11111111 Values specific to each SC 1 or 0 

Table 27 TP-CT layout 

A successful enquiry will result in SC sending a STATUS-REPORT for the associated message. If 
several messages has the same TP-MR (3.2.2.2.11), TP-DA (3.2.2.2.14) and T-OA (3.2.2.2.13) the 
SC shall send a STATUS REPORT for each message. In the case where a COMMAND is to 
delete a previously submitted message, the SC shall send a STATUS-REPORT indicating that 
message has been deleted if STATUS-REPORT has been requested in message [2]. 

3.2.2.2.25 TP - Command Data Length (CDL) 
This field has the assignment to indicate the number of octets contained within the TP-CD as 
defined in (Table 28) [2]. 

Value (bit 0-7) Description 

00000000 The TP-CD field shall not be present 

00000001... 10011101 Number of octets in TP-CD 

10011110... 11111111 Unused 

Table 28 TP-CDL layout 

3.2.2.2.26 TP - Command Data (CD) 
The TP-CD consists of the data relating to the operation that has been requested by the SME, 
which is to be performed at the SC. The maximum length of this field is 157 octets, as defined in 
(Table 28) [2]. 

3.2.2.2.27 TP - User Data Header Indicator (UDHI) 
This 1-bit parameter indicates whether a header is present or not in the TP-UD (Table 29) [2]. 

Bit 6 Description 

0 The TP-UD field contains only the SM 

1 The beginning of the TP-UD contains a header in 
addition to the SM 

Table 29 TP-UDHI setting 

3.2.2.2.28 TP - User Data (UD) and TP - UD Header (UDH) 
TP-UD and TP-UDH is handled by the AL (3.2.2.1.1). 
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3.2.2.2.29 TP - Failure cause (FCS) 
This field corresponds to the reason identification by error codes (Table 30) [2]. 

Value (Hex) Description SC->Originator SME Recipient SME ->SC 

00 -7F Reserved   

80-8F TP-PID errors   

80 Telematic interworking not supported X  

81 Message type 0 not supported X X 

82 Cannot replace the message X X 

83 – 8E Reserved   

8F Unspecified TP-PID error X X 

90 - 9F TP-DCS errors   

90 Data coding scheme (alphabet) not 
supported 

X  

91 Message class not supported  X 

92 – 9E Reserved   

9F Unspecified TP-DCS X X 

A0 – AF COMMAND errors   

A0 COMMAND cannot be executed X  

A1 COMMAND unsupported X  

A2-AE Reserved   

AF Unspecified COMMAND error X  

B0 TPDU not supported X X 

B1-BF Reserved   

C0 SC busy X  

C1 No SC subscription X  

C2 SC system failure X  

C3 Invalid SME address X  

C4 Destination SME barred X  

C5 Message rejected -  duplicate message X  

C6 TP-VPF not supported X  

C7 TP-VP not supported X  

C8 - CF Reserved   

DO SIM SMS storage full  X 

D1  No SMS storage capability in SIM  X 

D2 Error in MS  X 

D3 Memory capacity exceeded  X 

D4 SIM application toolkit busy  X 

D5 SIM data download error  X 

D6 - DF Reserved   

E0 – FE Values specific to an application X X 

FF Unspecified error cause X X 

Table 30 TP-FCS settings 
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3.2.2.3 Relay Layer and Link Layer 
The RL and LL are the layers that handle networking and intercommunications on the network, in 
this case the mobile network. Due to the nature of this project the layers will not be present the 
same way as in a mobile network environment, since the mobile network is to be replaced by a 
common TCP/IP network. This way the TPDUs are sent via a TCP/IP interface from a SME to a 
SC, and vice versa. TPDUs still to have the same structure, the only difference is that the data is 
transferred over the TCP/IP network.  

Figure 17 SME to SME communication through a simulated SC 

This change in protocol structure does not have a major impact on the SC functionality, except for 
the DELIVER-REPORTs and SUBMIT-REPORTs. These ACK and NACK packages get 
restricted outside the specification frames, as the RL states whether a report is positive or negative. 
By setting the reports to static sizes, only allowing the mandatory octets from the specification the 
type of report can be decided from the TPDU length (3.2.3). 
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3.2.3 SMS Transactions 

3.2.3.1 SUBMIT  
Message submission is the transfer of a message segment from originator SME to a SC. At the 
transfer layer, a message segment is conveyed as part of a TPDU of type SUBMIT (Figure 18) 
[2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 TP-RP TP-UDHI TP-SRR TP-VPF TP-RD TP-MTI 

1 TP-MR 

2 to 12 TP-DA 

1 TP-PID 

1 TP-DCS 

0,1 or 7 TP-VP 

1 TP-UDL 

0 to 140 TP-UD 

Figure 18 SUBMIT layout.1 

 

                                                           

1 Mandatory parameters marked with grey colour. 
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3.2.3.2 SUBMIT-REPORT 
When serving SC has received the message segment from originator SME, an acknowledgement 
of a message submission report will be sent back. The report indicates the status of the submitted 
message segment. There are two types of message submission reports; positive (Figure 19) and 
negative (Figure 20). The positive report is generated if submission was successful, otherwise a 
negative report will be generated. If the originator SME does not receive a submission report from 
serving SC, it could depend on following reasons: 

• The message submission has failed 

• The submission report has been lost 
Message submission reports are not always supported by the network configurations, instead the 
RL may deal with the receipt. At the transfer layer, the submission report is conveyed as part of a 
TPDU of type SUBMIT-REPORT [2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI Unused TP-MTI 

1 TP-PI 

7 TP-SCTS 

0 or 1 TP-PID 

0 or 1 TP-DCS 

0 or 1 TP-UDL 

0 to 152 TP-UD 

Figure 19 Positive SUBMIT REPORT layout 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI Unused TP-MTI 

1 TP-FCS 

1 TP-PI 

7 TP-SCTS 

0 or 1 TP-PID 

0 or 1 TP-DCS 

0 or 1 TP-UDL 

0 to 151 TP-UD 

Figure 20 Negative SUBMIT REPORT layout 
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3.2.3.3 DELIVER 
Message delivery is the transfer of a message segment from serving SC to the recipient SME. 
When the recipient SME is not available, the SC will store the message until it becomes available, 
or until validity period expires. At the transfer layer, a message delivery is conveyed as part of a 
TPDU of type DELIVER (Figure 21) [2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 TP-RP TP-UDHI TP-SRI Unused TP-MMS TP-MTI 

2 to 12 TP-OA 

1 TP-PID 

1 TP-DCS 

7 TP-SCTS 

1 TP-UDL 

0 to 140 TP-UD 

Figure 21 DELIVER layout 
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3.2.3.4 DELIVER-REPORT 
When the recipient SME has received the delivery message segment from serving SC, a message 
delivery report will be send back to confirm the received message. The report indicates the status 
of the delivered message segment. There are two types of these message delivery reports; positive 
(Figure 22) and negative (Figure 23). A positive report is generated if a message segment has 
been delivered successfully, otherwise the report will be negative. When serving SC has received 
this message delivery report, it will stop the attempts delivering the message segment to recipient 
SME. If serving SC has not received the delivery report in a certain time, it concludes that the 
delivery has failed. 

Message delivery reports are not always supported by the network configurations, instead the relay 
layer may deal with the receipt. At the transfer layer, the delivery report is conveyed as part of a 
TPDU of type DELIVER-REPORT [2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI Unused TP-MTI 

1 TP-PI 

0 or 1 TP-PID 

0 or 1 TP-DCS 

0 or 1 TP-UDL 

0 to 159 TP-UD 

Figure 22 Positive DELIVER REPORT layout 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI Unused TP-MTI 

1 TP-FCS 

1 TP-PI 

0 or 1 TP-PID 

0 or 1 TP-DCS 

0 or 1 TP-UDL 

0 to 158 TP-UD 

Figure 23 Negative DELIVER REPORT layout 
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3.2.3.5 STATUS-REPORT 
If originator SME has requested a status report in the submitted message, the serving SC may 
generate a STATUS-REPORT and transfer it back to the originator. The report will be generated 
when SC has received the associated DELIVER-REPORT from the recipient SME or if the 
message has been discarded by the SC, due to delivery problems. The report may also be 
generated upon receipt or execution of a message COMMAND. (Figure 24) [2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI TP-SRQ Unused TP-MMS TP-MTI 
1 TP-MR 

2 to 12 TP-RA 

7 

TP-SCTS 

7 

TP-DT 

1 TP-ST 
1 TP-PI 

1 TP-PID 

1 TP-DCS 

1 TP-UDL 

0 to 143 TP-UD 

Figure 24 STATUS REPORT layout 
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3.2.3.6 COMMAND 
An originator SME, usually an application server, can request the SC to perform certain 
commands. A specific COMMAND message is send from the external SME for the execution at 
the SC, for instance a COMMAND can be a request for the generation of a status report by the 
serving SC. [2]. 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 Unused TP-UDHI TP-SRR Unused TP-MTI 
1 TP-MR 

1 TP-PID 
1 TP-CT 
1 TP-MN 

2-12 TP-DA 

1 TP-CDL 

0 to 156 TP-CD 

Figure 25 COMMAND layout 
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Chapter 4  Design 

This chapter will describe the basic structure of the logic behind the SMSC Simulator (SMSCS). 
Also a brief overview of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) will be looked at. The main focus 
here will be on the logic, as it is the heart of the simulator, and the actual result of this thesis. 
Comprehensive and detailed information about the software design and structure will not be 
presented in this report, due to a secrecy agreement between the authors and TSS. 

The results and structure of the solution presented in the design is based on the data of the prestudy 
(Chapter 3). Also the design has been made as general as possible, to allow further development of 
the application at a later point in time. In the coming sections the final design is presented, which 
has grown in to its current form after continuous improvements based on TSS’s wishes of 
functionality. 

4.1 Overview 

The interconnection between SMEs and the SMSCS is carried out over an IP network, as 
presented in Figure 26. This means that SMEs have to be addressed by there IP addresses, in 
addition to the phone numbers. But as the SME always communicates with the SMSCS, it only has 
to know the IP-address of the SMSCS. Consequently IP-addresses and phone numbers have to be 
bound with each other in an address book in the SMSCS. This way the SMSCS just has to 
compare the TP-OA or TP-DA of an incoming message with the address book, and then forward 
the message to the matched IP-address according to the current message handling policy.  

Figure 26 Two SMEs interconnected through an IP-based SMSC 

In the development process of the SMSCS the client side will be represented by a TCP/IP based 
SME. The SME does not simply transmit raw TPDU data, it also adds routing information to the 
data. A various number of octets will be added to the beginning of each TPDU. This additional 
data consists of routing information used by the SME, to help determine what SMSC the TPDU 
should be sent through. As shown in Figure 27, the TPDU is preceded with one octet that states 
the length of the SMSC phone number in octets.  

Figure 27 Data sent from SME has a SC phone number added to it. 

SME SME SMSC 

IP network IP network 

Address-
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8 TPDU 8 8 3 
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Address 
 Address 
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Next to this additional routing information, the TPDU itself is transmitted as raw binary data. The 
routing information is represented as octets. Since a SME always expects this additional routing 
information also for incoming data, an additional zero is added to all TPDU before transmission to 
a client. Hence the SMSCS is required to always communicate with clients that can interpret the 
additional octet(s). 

Figure 28  Main flow in the SMSCS. 

As stated in the previous section, the SMSCS communicates through a TCP/IP interface. The 
conceptual overview will give a rough description of the main functionality and flow in the 
SMSCS, namely the core structure in the SMSCS. As the figure above shows, incoming data is 
received through the socket and is placed in the inbox. The received TPDUs then pass the policy 
before they end as outgoing data in the outbox, before the actual transmission out through the 
socket. An address book verifies and translates addresses for both incoming and outgoing traffic. 

Some keywords have now been mentioned, and they all need some further explanation, before the 
main system structure is described in more detail. The five very important components are defined 
as following:  

Socket This is the actual communication channel for the SMSCS. Data is both received 
and sent through the TCP/IP socket. 

Address book This virtual address book contains all the SMEs that are allowed to communicate 
with the SMSCS. A SME that is not present in the address book is assumed to be 
non-existing, e.g. the same as a non-existing subscriber in a mobile network. 
SMEs present in the address book but not connected to the SMSC are assumed to 
be offline, e.g. as being outside the network range in a mobile network. 

Inbox All incoming TPDUs are put in an inbox, until all segments of a message are 
retrieved from the SME. Also one-segment messages are stored this way. 

Outbox All outgoing TPDUs are put in an outbox, while waiting for transmission to their 
destination. The outbox consists of one outgoing queue for each SME in the 
address book.  

Packet policy The incoming and outgoing TPDUs may have to be manipulated in some way, to 
enable the SMSCS of providing test sequences. The packet policy states what 
type of manipulation a TPDU is to undergo. Obviously each message type need 
their own policy.  

SMSCS 

Inbox Outbox Policy 

Address 
book 

TCP / IP 
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4.2 Topology 

The actual flow in the system model is presented in this section. The main topology is of course a 
simplified view of the actual code, as the SMSCS has been implemented in an object oriented way, 
but it should give a good understanding of the functionality (Figure 29). 

1. Listen on the socket until data arrives or a time out is reached. 
2. Was any data received by socket?  
3. A SME is trying to connect, is it present in the address book? 
4. Initiate connection with the SME 
5. A SME notified disconnection, kill the client connection 
6. If no data was received then the outbox can be handled (4.2.4) 
7. If data was received, then a TPDU object is generated. 
8. Is the TPDU valid? 
9. Valid TPDUs are handled according to there message type. See 4.2.1, 4.2.2 or 4.2.3. 
10. A negative SUBMIT-REPORT is generated, due to the invalid TPDU. 
11. The packet policy is applied on the SUBMIT-EPORT. 
12. The SUBMIT-EPORT is sent to the TPDU’s originator. 
13. An entry is made in the system log, so traffic and operations remain traceable.  

Figure 29 Overview of the SMSCS functionality 
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4.2.1 Submit handling 
When a received TPDU is a valid SUBMIT it is handled as described below. The dotted boxes 
indicates where the flowchart is connected to main topology (4.2). 

1. Generate a positive SUBMIT-REPORT according to the SUBMIT. 
2. Apply packet policy on the SUBMIT-REPORT. 
3. Is the SUBMIT a duplicate of any TPDU in the received list? 
4. Put the SUBMIT in the inbox. 
5. Is the message short of segments? 
6. Retrieve segments from inbox, which belong to the specific message. 
7. Generate DELIVER segments of the retrieved SUBMIT segments. 
8. Apply packet policy on the DELIVER segments. 
9. Put the DELIVER segments in the outbox. 
10. Send the SUBMIT-REPORT to originator of the SUBMIT. 

Figure 30 The SMSCS acts on an incoming SUBMIT 
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4.2.2 Command handling 
When a received TPDU is a valid COMMAND it is handled as described below. The dotted boxes 
indicate where the flowchart is connected to main topology (4.2). 

1. Generate a positive SUBMIT-REPORT according to the COMMAND. 
2. Apply packet policy on the SUBMIT-REPORT. 
3. Is there a STATUS-REPORT requested in the COMMAND? 
4. Generate a STATUS-REPORT according to the COMMAND. 
5. Apply packet policy on the STATUS-REPORT. 
6. Put the STATUS-REPORT in the outbox. 
7. Send the SUBMIT-REPORT to originator of the COMMAND. 

Figure 31 SMSCS acts on an incoming COMMAND 
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4.2.3 Deliver Report handling 
When a received TPDU is a valid DELIVER-REPORT it is handled as described below. The 
dotted boxes indicates where the flowchart is connected to main topology (4.2). 

1. The corresponding DELIVER is removed from the outbox.  
2. Was STATUS-REPORT requested for the DELIVER? 
3. Generate a STATUS-REPORT according to the DELIVER-REPORT. 
4. Apply packet policy on the STATUS-REPORT. 
5. Put the STATUS-REPORT in the outbox. 

Figure 32 SMSC acts on a DELIVER-REPORT 
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4.2.4 Outbox handling 
When the SMSCS is not receiving any data the outbox can be handled. The dotted boxes indicates 
where the flowchart is connected to main topology (4.2). 

1. Get the next segment from the outbox. 
2. Has the validity period of the TPDU expired? 
3. Has the retransmission time of the TPDU expired? 
4. Send TPDU to it’s destination. 
5. Remove the message segments from the outbox. 
6. Is a STATUS REPORT requested for the message? 
7. Generate a STATUS REPORT according to the message. 
8. Apply packet policy on the STATUS-REPORT. 
9. Put the STATUS-REPORT in the outbox. 

Figure 33 SMSC handles outgoing TPDUs in the outbox 
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4.3 Graphical User Interface 

The basic graphical layout in the SMSCS is a Multi Document Interface (MDI), according to the 
Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). This means a main frame that contains one or more so 
called child frames. This kind of applications are very complex in their structure, as they contain 
almost an infinite number of possible flows. Due to this fact and the previously stated secrecy 
agreement no relevant information about the construction can be described here.  

The main reason why MDI is chosen as GUI in front of i.e. dialog based applications, is that it 
gives the user more freedom. A user gets the possibility to place windows as she wants, by 
presenting logs and other data in separate widows. This can of course be achieved also with dialog 
windows. The great thing about MDI is that there is a main frame that contains all the child 
frames. This means that the main frame works as a workspace and the child frame can be 
controlled in a better way, than if using several dialog boxes.  

The main functions in the application are divided into two groups; the once presented in child 
frames and the others presented in dialog boxes. The general rule should be that values changes 
are made through dialog boxes, so that it is obvious for the user when a value change occurs and 
that she always can chose to cancel the change. By making data changes through dialog boxes the 
interface also get a clearer structure and thereby is more user friendly. 

As mentioned the details about the GUI can not be presented here, but the software user guide 
(Appendix A) should give an idea about the appearance.  
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Chapter 5 Testing and verification 

This chapter presents test results for the SMSCS application. The tests were based on the 
previously presented SRS (Chapter 2). This test documentation is divided into two parts. First the 
test environment is presented, followed by the test results. 

5.1 Test environment 

To confirm the validity of the SMSCS2 application, some elementary tests were performed. All 
tests were conducted in a Windows XP environment, with a TCP/IP network interface. 

The SMSCS application was configured as following: 

• Address book: Two clients3 were added into the address book, with unique IP addresses 
and phone numbers. They are also set as network subscribers. 

• Settings: All parameters are set to their default values. 

The tests only concern the functional requirements (2.3) of the SMSCS. Some test cases were used 
during the tests, for more detailed information see Appendix C. 

5.2 Test results 

1. Receive SMS/EMS messages from the originator SME.  
Test case: 1, 2   
Result: All message segments that were sent from originator SME were correctly received 
by the SMSCS. Hence the received data was equal to the sent data.  

2. Validate incoming TPDUs.  
Test case: 1, 2   
Result: The SMSCS generated a SUBMIT-REPORT for every incoming TPDU. 

3. Store a minimum of 15 SMS/EMS messages.  
Test case: 3   
Result: The SMSCS correctly stored all incoming messages, for further transmission. The 
application has no restrictions of how many SMS/EMS messages that could be 
simultaneously stored, e.g. this capacity is a hardware restriction. 

4. Handle SMS/EMS messages containing 1-255 TPDUs.  
Test case: 4   
Result: Due to limitations in the used clients, only message with a maximum of eight 
segments can be transmitted. Hence it can only be confirmed that messages containing 
between 1-8 segments can be handled. 

5. Discard incoming SMS/EMS messages when the storage is full.  
As mentioned in previous list item (3) the SMSCS has no storage limitations, therefore it 
can not be filled.  

                                                           

2 SMSC Simulator, Version 1.0 

3 Obigo Tester, Version Q03C1-2.0 build 031004 
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6. To receive at least 255 incoming TPDUs per minute.  
This scenario could not be tested, due to client limitations of only handling a maximum of 
eight segments in a message. 

7. Generate a STATUS-REPORT when the recipient SME acknowledges a message.  
Test case: 5   
Result: When an acknowledge of a DELIVER was received from the recipient SME, a 
STATUS-REPORT was generated with valid parameter values. 

8. Respond with an ACK for every valid received SMS/EMS message.  
Test case: 6   
Result: The valid segment sent from originator SME was successfully received by the 
SMSCS, and a positive SUBMIT-REPORT was returned. 

9. Respond with a NACK for every invalid received SMS/EMS message.  
Test case: 7  
Result: The invalid segment sent from originator SME was successfully received by the 
SMSCS, and a negative SUBMIT-REPORT was returned. 

10. Generate accurate error code when sending a NACK to a SME.  
Test case: 7, 8   
Result: The SMSCS generated negative SUBMIT-REPORTs for both messages with 
corresponding error codes set. 

11. Retransmit stored message to the recipient SME.  
Test case: 3   
Result: As recipient SME was not connected to the SMSCS, the segments were stored for 
retransmission. When recipient SME connected to the SMSCS, all stored segments were 
delivered. 

12. Set the validity period of the TPDU to a default value, if it is not set by the 
originator SME.  
Test case: 9  
Result: The SMSCS default validity period was used on the message. When the validity 
time expired the message segment was discarded. 

13. Delete all stored messages.  
Test case: 10  
Result: Hence the recipient SME was not connected to the SMSCS, the segments were 
stored for retransmission. When clearing the outbox, all outgoing segments were deleted. 

14. Log all incoming traffic to the SMSCS.  
Test case: 1  
Result: The incoming traffic was successfully logged both in the application and in a log 
file. 

15. Log all outgoing traffic from the SMSCS.  
Test case: 1  
Result: The outgoing traffic was successfully logged both in the application and in a log 
file. 

16. Have a minimum of 2 simultaneous connections to SMEs.  
The SMSCS was configured for four subscribing clients, and it also managed to accept 
connections for all four simultaneously.  

17. Translate a phone number into an IP-address.  
Test case: 1  
Result: The recipient phone number was successfully translated to the corresponding IP-
address. 
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18. Receive and handle ACK from the recipient SME.  
Test case: 11  
Result: The SMSCS successfully received a positive DELIVER-REPORT from the 
recipient SME.  

19. Receive and handle NACK from the recipient SME.  
Test case: 12  
Result: The SMSCS successfully received the negative DELIVER-REPORT from recipient 
SME. 

20. Generate elective response message to the originator SME.  
Test case: 13   
Result: The SMSCS generated the elective response message back to the originator SME.  

21. Generate elective values in the response message.  
Test case: 13  
Result: The SMSCS generated the elective values in the response message back to the 
originator SME. 

22. Generate elective error codes in NACK to the originator SME.  
Test case: 14  
Result: The SMSCS generated the elective error code back to the originator SME.  

23. Delete data from a TPDU.  
Test case: 15  
Result: The SMSCS deleted the selected data before the message was transmitted to 
recipient SME. 

24. Scramble data in a TPDU.  
Test case: 16  
Result: The SMSCS scrambled the selected data before the message was transmitted to 
recipient SME. 

25. Forward TPDUs in an incorrect sequence order.  
Test case: 17  
Result: The message segments were sent in disorder. 

26. Edit the data length of a TPDU.  
Test case: 18  
Result: The data length was decreased as requested.  
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Chapter 6 Results and conclusion 

6.1 Planning and progress 

The time plan (1.10) that was established in the beginning of the project proved to be quite 
accurate. The total project time has been overrun with almost two weeks, mostly due to the fact 
that the application functionality has grown from the initial plans. This has been done with the 
approval of TSS, hence it is not really a problem or lack of good planning.  

The prestudy phase became a lot shorter than planned, mainly due to a fast interpreting of the 
specification. Also it may be noted that a complete understanding of the specification was not 
achieved until the implementation began showing results.  

Also the design phase differed from the plan, as it grew a few weeks. This can be considered a 
quite natural consequence, due to the added functionality and that the application was 
implemented with a MDI. As this was a new territory for the authors a quick study and 
introduction on MDI programming had to be made. One thing that was added to the primary plan 
was the composition of a manual, which added almost a week’s work to the project.  

To sum it up the preliminary plan was quite accurate when considering the workload, but the 
division of work over time was in reality more varied. Maybe the greatest reason for the good time 
planning is that all tasks have been divided in an equal manor on both Kautto and Söderberg. This 
lead to a more efficient and timesaving way of working, as each participant got his own area of 
expertise. 

6.2 Testing and verification 

Testing and verification was performed without any major setbacks. Only three requirements 
could not be verified, due to restrictions in the current version of the client software. This is not 
really a problem, as the unverified parts concern traffic capacity and number of segments in a 
message. These are factors that have no major impact on the usability, as the currently verified 
capacity matches TSS’s requirements in a satisfying way. 

The development of the SME side of the TCP/IP interface was removed from this project, to the 
developers of the SME. This naturally led to the conclusion that no real verification can be done 
on this part in this SMSCS test, as the communication between SMEs and the SMSCS worked 
faultlessly the SME should be considered as verified. 

Also the application development led to added features to the software, which were not specified 
at the start of the project. Some of these features need to be used to verify the other requirements, 
i.e. data view is used to verify data content. Most features have been run so many times while 
developing the application, therefore revealed bugs have been eliminated. The current users of the 
SMSCS, the EMS developers at TSS, have not reported any erroneous functions or TPDUs. The 
product should therefore be considered as a stable and trustworthy test tool. 

6.3 Application 

The final software release did well in tests and was well received by the users. It has proved to 
both stable and flexible in use. With the wide range of functions and almost endless combinations 
between them, the SMSCS seems like a very good complement for developers of SMS and EMS 
service.  
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The SMSCS allows the user to do almost anything with the traffic, considering that the GSM 
network has been replaced with a TCP/IP interface. As it has been stated earlier (3.2.2.3) some 
TPDUs get restrictions due to the networks limited capability, but this is not a problem as this part 
of the specification is not really in use.  

As an almost endless combination of operations can be done with the traffic there should be no 
real need of adding functionality to the SMSCS logic in the future. Possible future improvements 
are most likely to be done on the GUI, i.e. with a more user friendly interface for setting the 
policies. As the hexadecimal settings of parameters always adds a risk of setting an incorrect 
value, drop-down menus and checkbox options might be a better way of setting values.  
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Abbreviations 

 

1G First Generation Mobile System 

2G Second Generation Mobile System 

2.5G 2.5 Generation Mobile System 

3G Third Generation Mobile System 

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

ACK Positive Acknowledgement 

AL Application Layer 

APDU Application PDU 

BIT Blekinge Institute of Technology 

BSC Base Station Controller 

BSS Base Station Subsystem 

BTS Base Transceiver Station 

CD Command Data  

CDL Command Data Length  

CSPDN Circuit Switched Public Data 
Network 

CT Command Type  

DA Destination Address 

DB DataBase 

DCS Data Coding Scheme  

DT Discharge Time  

EGW E-mail GateWay 

EMS Enhanced Message Service 

ERMES European Radio Messaging System 

ETSI European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute 

FCS Failure cause  

GMT Greenwich Mean Time 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSM Global System for Mobile 
communications 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HLR Home Location Register 

IE Information Element 

IED IE Data 

IEI IE Identifier 

IEIDL IEI Data Length 

IP Internet Protocol 

LL Link Layer 

M. Sc. Master of Science 

MDI Multiple Documents Interface 

ME Mobile Equipment 

MFC Microsoft Foundation Classes 

MMS More Message to Send 

MN Message Number  

MR Message Reference 

MS Mobile Station 

MSC Mobile Switching Centre 

MSISDN Mobile Subscriber Integrated 
Services Digital Network 

MTI Message Type Indicator  

NACK Negative Acknowledgement 

NS Network Subsystem 

OA Originating Address 

PDU Protocol Data Unit 

PI Parameter Indicator 

PID Protocol Identifier 
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PSPDN Packet Switched Public Data 
Network 

PSTN Public Switching Telephony 
Network 

RA Recipient Address 

RD Reject Duplicate 

RFC Request For Comments 

RL Relay Layer 

RP Reply Path  

SC Service Centre 

SCTS Service Centre Time Stamp  

SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node 

SIM Subscriber Identity Module 

SM Short Message 

SME Short Message Entity 

SMS Short Message Service 

SMSC Short Message Service Centre 

SMSCS SMSC Simulator 

SRI Status Report Indication  

SRQ Status Report Qualifier 

SRR Status Report Request  

SRS Software Requirements 
Specification 

ST Status  

TCP Transport Control Protocol 

TE Terminal Equipment 

TL Transfer Layer 

TP Transfer Protocol 

TPDU Transport Protocol Data Unit 

TSS Teleca Software Solutions  

UCI Universal Computer Interface 

UCS2 Universal Character Set 2 

UD User Data 

UDH User Data Header 

UDHI User Data Header Indicator   

UDHL UDH Length 

UDL User Data Length  

UMTS Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System 

VLR Visitor Location Register 

VP Validity Period  

VPF Validity Period Format  

WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
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Appendix A User Guide 

This appendix contains the user guide, which was distributed with the Short Message Service 
Centre Simulator (SMSCS).  

A.1 Introduction 

Developing Short Message Service (SMS) and Enhanced Message Service (EMS) services 
requires the ability to test different error scenarios concerning the transmission of messages over a 
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) network. Trying to do this over an actual 
network soon proves difficult, due to the lack of error control. If an error appears, it is most likely 
impossible to repeat and it is probably hard to determine the error cause as well. To solve this 
problem a developer needs a test tool, through which any arbitrary error can be generated.  

The SMSCS introduces a whole set of new testing feature for i.e. developers. The core structure of 
this application is that it communicates through a Transport Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP) interface, where it retrieves and transmits any type of SMS package. The main purpose 
of the SMSCS is to simulate an actual Short Message Service Centre (SMSC), but with the 
capability of monitoring the traffic. To this basic feature an advanced error generating mechanism 
has been added, so that outgoing data can be manipulated. This way a test gets more reliability, as 
rare network errors can be simulated as well as data manipulation.  

Another significant advantage of the SMSCS is that SMS transmission costs are decreased, as the 
client no longer is in the need of a GSM connection. Also the fact that TCP/IP technology 
guarantees the transmission of data between a client and the server increases the credibility in test 
results. Compared to a GSM network the TCP/IP connection also decreases the transmission time 
tremendously, which makes tests faster. 

As mentioned above the key features in the SMSCS is that it can either act as an ordinary SMSCS 
or generate arbitrary network and transmission errors. Another important feature is that the 
SMSCS allows a developer to freeze transmission so that code can be debugged before a 
transmission is completed. 
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A.2 System requirements 

The SMSCS has some requirements on both the system environment and the system settings. To 
run the SMSCS application the following is required for full functionality: 

• IBM compatible PC 

• Operating system must be Windows 2000 or later 

• TCP/IP interface on the PC 

• SME client software, which supports the TCP/IP interface 

• Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) DLLs installed on the local computer 

The requirements on the Windows settings are more recommendations then demands, as they are 
intended to gain the best possible performance of the application. The first recommendation is that 
Windows has at least 1024x786 pixels resolution. Secondly the dpi value for Windows should be 
set to normal size (96 dpi). 

Further information about the network and operating system can be obtained from your network 
manager or authorized staff members. 
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A.3 System Overview 

To get most values out of the SMSCS it is good to have an idea and understanding of the 
principles behind it. The user might also need deeper knowledge of the Transport Protocol Data 
Unit (TPDU) structure, to get maximum advantage of the advanced features. This chapter will 
briefly describe the principles of the SMS transmission, while the user should consult the GSM 
specification4 for details of the data structure. 

The essential operation in a SMSC involves an originating Short Message Entity (SME) sending a 
message to a recipient SME. As the figure below shows, this transmission has several steps. The 
SME5 is an arbitrary client, which transmits TPDUs according to specification.  

Before the detailed description of the message transmission, it is important to notice that a 
message may be divided into several segments. Such a segment may also be referred to as a 
TPDU, while a bunch of segments belonging to the same message will simply be referred to as a 
message. Now that this has been clarified, it is time to briefly describe the five steps in a TPDU 
transmission, as well as the eight different types of TPDUs. 

Figure A- 1 Message transfer between SMEs 

1. In the first step of a transmission, data is put into a TPDU and sent from the originator to the 
SMSC. The type of TPDU used for this transfer is the SUBMIT package. The SUBMIT is 
received and analyzed by the SMSC, thereafter the package is either accepted or rejected. This 
step may also be conducted with a COMMAND package.  

2. When the received SUBMIT or COMMAND has been verified and accepted by the SMSC, a 
positive receipt is returned to the originator. If the received package was invalid in any manor, 
a negative receipt is returned instead. The receipt package is called SUBMIT-REPORT and it 
can be either positive or negative. 

3. A SUBMIT is converted into a DELIVER, before it can be sent from the SMSC to the 
recipient. If the recipient is not available or capable of receiving a TPDU, the DELIVER is 
stored for a limited time. Attempts to retransmit are carried out while the DELIVER is in 
storage. If the time runs out without a successful transmission the DELIVER is discarded. 

4. As the recipient retrieves a DELIVER from the SMSC it analyzes the TPDU and then returns 
a receipt to the SMSC to confirm or decline the TPDU. The receipt package is called 
DELIVER-REPORT and it can be either positive or negative.  

                                                           

4 3GPP TS 23.040 version 5.3.0 (2002-03), Short Message Service 3GPP Technical Specification 

5 The same physical SME may act as both the originator and recipient of a message 

Originator 
SME 

Recipient 
SME SMSC 

1 3 

5 

4 2 
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5. A STATUS-REPORT contains information of how a transmission has progressed. This kind 
of report is only generated if the originator requested it. The STATUS-REPORT is generated 
when the SMSC retrieves a DELIVER-REPORT from the recipient SME, or when the 
DELIVER is discarded by the SMSC. 

As it has been stated above, there are eight different types of TPDUs used when transmitting 
messages from a originator to a recipient. 

• SUBMIT 
This is a submission of a message segment from an originator SME to the SMSC.  

• Positive SUBMIT-REPORT  
The SMSC gives the originator SME a positive acknowledgement of the SUBMIT.  

• Negative SUBMIT-REPORT   
The SMSC gives the originator SME a negative acknowledgement of the SUBMIT with a 
specific error description i.e. that SME address was invalid. 

• DELIVER 
The delivery of a message segment from the SMSC to the recipient SME.  

• Positive DELIVER-REPORT  
The recipient SME gives the SMSC a positive acknowledgement of the DELIVER.  

• Negative DELIVER-REPORT  
The recipient SME gives the SMSC a negative acknowledgement of the DELIVER with a 
specific error description i.e. that SMS storage is full.  

• STATUS-REPORT 
This TPDU contains the result of a previous SUBMIT or COMMAND. It states success or 
failure of a DELIVER i.e. that the message segment was successfully received by the recipient 
SME.  

• COMMAND 
A request, for the execution of a specific command at the SMSC. These commands can not be 
executed in the SMSCS, due to the lack of knowledge about command structure. 

As mentioned before, messages with large data needs to be divided into several segments i.e. 
images often need to be segmented before transmission. An ordinary SMSC passes message 
segments individually, without caring about the segmentation data. The SMSCS on the other hand 
stores all segments of a message, before any of them are delivered to the recipient. This is to allow 
manipulation of entire messages, instead of just individual segments.  

The SMSCS’s basic content is an inbox and an outbox. The inbox handles and stores the incoming 
traffic. All TPDUs are verified when they arrive at the inbox before any further measures are 
conducted on them. When an entire message has been retrieved in the inbox it is processed, 
depending on its content. If the message is a SUBMIT it is converted into DELIVER and placed in 
the outbox. Acknowledgements on the other hand are deleted, at least after a status report has been 
generated. The same applies on COMMANDs, as their destination is the SMSCS. Before data is 
placed in the outbox it may be manipulated, if the SMSCS packet policy is set. The outbox is the 
storage place for segment before they are transmitted.  

All actions that are taken within the SMSCS are logged into log files, i.e. TPDU retrieval, data 
manipulation and transmission attempts. These logs make an essential part of tracing data and 
confirming the requested services and functions of the SMSCS.   
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A.4 Installation 

By executing SMSCSimultor_Installation_X_X.exe the installation process begins. The X_X 
part of the file name reveals the software version, which of course should match the manual for 
correct information. The distribution is compressed executable archive, which has a built in 
installation guide. Files will be properly installed in the folder selected.  

After a successful installation, the application will be found in a folder named SMSC Simulator. In 
this folder nine files and four folder can be found, as described below. It should be noticed that the 
installation and execution of the SMSCS never invokes the Windows Registry.  

These are the files in the applications main folder: 

• SMSCSimulator.exe  

• Tpdu.dll 

• Book.dll 

• List.dll 

• Policy.dll 

• SMSCentre.dll 

• SmscSocket.dll 

• SmscUtilities.dll 

• Manual.html 

Next to the files, four folder can be found:  

• data 

• manual 

• log 

• spec 

After running the application more files will appear in the log and data folders. These may not all 
appear at the same time, as they are results of different operations. Theses files can be deleted 
manually to force a reset of the software, this kind of action may be necessary for example after a 
system crash. 

• log\traffic.log  

• log\inbox.log 

• log\outbox.log 

• log\policy.log 

• data\address.book 

• data\setting.book 

• data\tpdu_packets.book 
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A.5 Getting started 

Before the SMSCS can begin working properly, the settings have to be adjusted for the current 
environment and requirements. The two most important and initial thing that have to be set are the 
address book and the application settings.  

The address book contains the phone numbers and IP addresses of the SMSCS and all SMEs. 
These have to be set properly to get the SMSCS to recognize and interpret SME and TPDUs 
accurately. The IP addresses used in the SMSCS must match the once used in the network where 
the SMSCS will run. Also the selected TCP port must be allowed in the network. The local 
network manager should be contacted if any problems occur with the IP addresses or selection of 
TCP port. 

A.5.1 Environment 
Before going deeper into details about the application, it might be a good idea to look at the main 
window and get familiar to the layout. The foundation is a regular Windows type frame as the 
figure below shows, with a menu (1) at the top, buttons (2) below the menu, status bar (3) at the 
bottom and a workspace (4) between the buttons and the status bar. 

Figure A- 2 The main application window 

Later on access to menu is presented as i.e. File | Close, which means the File menu and the Close 
option in the submenu. On the other hand clicking the buttons are referred to simply as i.e. Run, 
which would indicate that the user should click the Run button.  

Accessing menu options will in most cases result in the opening of windows in the workspace or a 
popup on top of the main window. More details about these windows and popups comes later in 
the manual.  

2 

3 

4 

1 

1. Menu 
2. Buttons 
3. Status bar 
4. Workspace 
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Figure A- 3 The status bar 

In the status bar essential system information can be seen (Figure A- 3). The first one is the 
number of clients connected to the SMSCS at the current point of time. In the second field of the 
status bar, the current state of the inbox and the outbox can be viewed. The two numbers of the 
inbox state presents the total number of TPDUs and messages that are waiting in the inbox to be 
completed. Similar to the inbox, the number of TPDUs waiting to be sent can be seen in the 
outbox state. The second number of the outbox presents the number of different recipients the 
outgoing TPDUs are addressed to. The third field contains the current SMSCS state. If policies 
have been activated this can be seen in the status bar, presented by the text POLICY. In the last 
field the current time is presented, this is the local SMSCS time and it is used when logs are time 
stamped.  

A.5.2 Changing the application state 
To control the SMSCS operation, it can be set to run, stop or pause. The first state is obviously the 
state where the SMSCS is active and handles both incoming and outgoing traffic. When the 
running SMSCS is paused both incoming and outgoing traffic is stopped, but the client 
connections are kept open. In the third state the SMSCS is stopped, which means that all client 
connections are shutdown and all activity is ended.  

1. The application is always initiated as stopped. 

2. From the stopped state the simulator can only be set to run. This is done by pressing Run or 
accessing the menu option SMSC | Run. This event causes the SMSC to reset itself. After 
this action the simulator is ready to get connections from clients and handle traffic.  

3. When the SMSC is running it can be stopped. This is done the same way as with run, but 
instead Stop is pressed or menu SMSC | Stop is choosen. This action will set the simulator 
back in not allowing any traffic.  

4. A running SMSC can also be paused, by pressing Pause or accessing SMSC | Pause. This 
sets the SMSC in state that keeps the current connections, but at the same time ignores any 
incoming traffic. Also outgoing traffic is stopped. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Clients connections 
2. Inbox state 
3. Outbox state 
4. SMSCS state 
5. Policy state 
6. SMSCS time 

6 
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A.5.3 The addressbook 
1. Before access the address book, the SMSCS needs to be in stop mode. 

2. Enter the address book through the menu Tools | Address book . 

3. In the address book there are four columns, as seen in Figure A- 4. 

Subs. Checkboxes must be checked for clients that are network subscribers. 

Type Declares which client or SMSC the setting concerns. 

IP-address IP-address of the client or the SMSC. 

Phone number Phone number of the client or the SMSC. 

Figure A- 4 Address book  

4. Double click on a parameter to edit it.  

5. In the edit box you may edit the phone and IP number. Notice that the phone number always 
must be of international type, e.g. it has to begin with prefix ‘+’. Obviously the number set 
here are the once that should be used when sending messages through the SMSCS (Figure A- 
5). 

Figure A- 5 Edit the address book 
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A.5.4 System settings 
1. Before accessing the settings, the SMSCS must be stopped. 

2. The settings are accessed through Tools | Settings. 

3. In the setting box six different parameters are presented, Figure A- 6. 

Status Report Validity The period time in which a STATUS-REPORT may be 
retransmitted, if the recipient is not available. 

Rows in logfile This parameter controls the maximum number of rows in a log 
file. 

Rows in logframe This parameter controls the maximum number of rows presented 
in a log window. 

Server socket port The TCP port, which the SMSCS uses when communicating with 
SME clients. Clients and the SMSC must use the same port to 
establish connection. 

Tpdu time in outbox The maximum time in seconds for which a TPDU will be 
retransmitted. This value will be used for TPDUs without an own 
validity period. It will also overrule validity periods longer than 
this value, i.e. for DELIVER. 

Retransmitting time The time between retransmission attempts to a recipient SME. 

Figure A- 6 Settings 
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4. By double clicking a parameter it can be edited. The editing is performed either in an edit 
time popup (Figure A- 7) or an edit value popup (Figure A- 8). 

Figure A- 7 Edit time 

Figure A- 8 Edit value 

5. The client must be set to match socket port of the SMSCS. Further information on how this is 
done can be found in the client software documentation or from the client software supplier. 
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A.6 Common features 

This section will describe the functions and features related to the fundamentals of the SMSCS. 
This concerns a SMSCS that runs according to specification, e.g. both incoming and outgoing 
messages are handled in a correct way. Mainly this functionality concerns supervising the traffic 
and just letting the SMSCS handle traffic. 

A.6.1 Logging 
There are four different logs in the SMSCS; traffic, inbox, outbox and policy. Even though the last 
one is not needed before using the policies it is still described under this section. All events in the 
SMSCS are logged, both into files and into windows. The files are named with the extension log 
and can be found in the log folder. 

As mentioned earlier the amount of data kept in logs are adjusted in the settings (A.5.4). Each log 
window is also able to sort what to present to the user. Even if information is filtered in the 
window all the logs are stored in to the log files.  

All the log windows have the same layout. They all have two buttons and a number of checkboxes, 
besides the list where the log is presented. The first button is Clear (Figure A- 9), which simply 
clears the log window. With the Hold button (Figure A- 9) the logging is held, and on a second 
press the log is released again. The checkboxes differ between the log windows, both to number 
and function. All checkboxes have the same base functionality, they are all used to filter the logs. 
A marked checkbox indicates that the value will be shown in the log window, consequently an 
unmarked value will not be shown. 

Figure A- 9 The hold/go button of the log window 
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A.6.2 Traffic log 

Figure A- 10 The traffic log window 

The traffic log contains all the activity that concerns the socket, i.e. sent data, received data and 
connection establishment. As the figure above shows there are seven columns in the traffic log, 
their individual meaning and possible content is described more in detail in the table below.  

Column Contents Description 

Time 2004-01-01 12:13:22 +1 The timestamp for the log event. 

Id 100242 An identification number, unique for each TPDU inside the SMSCS. 
This is meant to make tracking of data easier. Will be empty if the log 
does not concern a TPDU. 

Direction Out The logged event is outgoing data. 

 In The logged event is incoming data. 

 - The logged event is an socket operation. 

Type Raw The event concerns raw data in the socket, either incoming or outgoing. 

 Operation A socket operation, i.e. connection accepted for a client. 

 Error Some kind of error involving the socket. 

 SUBMIT The logged event concerns a SUBMIT. 

 DELIVER The logged event concerns a DELIVER. 

 COMMAND The logged event concerns a COMMAND. 

 POS_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 NEG_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 POS_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive DELIVER-REPORT. 

 NEG_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative DELIVER-REPORT. 

 STATUS_REPORT The logged event concerns a STATUS-REPORT. 

IP-address 192.168.0.12 The recipient address for outgoing data, the origination address for 
incoming data or the SMSCS address for socket events. 

Phonenumber +467097235 The recipient phone number for outgoing data, the origination phone 
number for incoming data or the SMSCS phone number for socket 
events. 

Data 08 22 32 A0 C3 … Either the hexadecimal data or text, to add value to the logged event. 

Table A - 1 Traffic log data 
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A.6.3 Inbox log 

 

Figure A- 11 The inbox log window 

The inbox log contains all the activity that concerns the inbox, i.e. arriving TPDUs. As the figure 
above shows there are seven columns in the inbox log, their individual meaning and possible 
content described more in detail in the table below. 

Column Contents Description 

Time 2004-01-01 12:13:22 +1 The timestamp for the log event. 

Id 100242 An identification number, unique for each TPDU inside the SMSCS. 
This is meant to make tracking of data easier. Will be empty if the log 
does not concern a TPDU. 

Action In A new segment is added to the inbox. 

 Complete A message is complete and has been removed from the inbox. 

 Old A segment has been timed out and has been removed from the inbox, 
before completion. 

Type SUBMIT The logged event concerns a SUBMIT. 

 COMMAND The logged event concerns a COMMAND. 

 POS_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive DELIVER-REPORT. 

 NEG_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative DELIVER-REPORT. 

Originator +467098835 Phone number of the origination SME. 

Recipient +467097235 Phone number of the recipient SME. 

Data 08 22 32 A0 C3 … Hexadecimal presentation of the TPDU. 

Table A - 2 Inbox log data 
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A.6.4 Outbox log 

 

Figure A- 12 The outbox log window 

The outbox log contains all the activity that concerns the outbox, i.e. attempting transmission of 
TPDUs. As the figure above shows there are seven columns in the inbox log, their individual 
meaning and possible content is described in more detail in the table below. 

Column Contents Description 

Time 2004-01-01 12:13:22 +1 The timestamp for the log event. 

Id 100242 An identification number, unique for each TPDU inside the SMSCS. 
This is meant to make tracking of data easier. Will be empty if the log 
does not concern a TPDU. 

Action Add TPDU was added to outbox. 

 Old TPDU has been timed out and has been removed from outbox. 

 Sent TPDU was transmitted to it recipient. 

 Try A transmission was attempted. 

 Failed A transmission failed, e.g. a negative DELIVER-REPORT was received. 

 ACK A deliver was acknowledged with a positive DELIVER-REPORT. 

 NACK A deliver was acknowledged with a negative DELIVER-REPORT. 

Type SUBMIT The logged event concerns a SUBMIT. 

 DELIVER The logged event concerns a DELIVER. 

 COMMAND The logged event concerns a COMMAND. 

 POS_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 NEG_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 POS_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive DELIVER-REPORT. 

 NEG_DELIVER_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative DELIVER-REPORT. 

 STATUS_REPORT The logged event concerns a STATUS-REPORT. 

Originator +467098835 Phone number of the origination SME. 

Recipient +467097235 Phone number of the recipient SME. 

Data 08 22 32 A0 C3 … Hexadecimal presentation of the TPDU. 

Table A - 3 Outbox log data 
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A.6.5 Policy log 

Figure A- 13  The policy log window 

The policy log contains all the activity related to the policies, e.g. all TPDUs that are applied by a 
policy will be registered here. As the figure above shows there are five columns in the policy log, 
their individual meaning and possible content is described below. 

Column Contents Description 

Time 2004-01-01 12:13:22 +1 The timestamp for the log event. 

Id 100242 An identification number, unique for each TPDU inside the SMSCS. 
This is meant to make tracking of data easier. Will be empty if the log 
does not concern a TPDU. 

Type DELIVER The logged event concerns a DELIVER. 

 POS_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a positive SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 NEG_SUBMIT_REPORT The logged event concerns a negative SUBMIT-REPORT. 

 STATUS_REPORT The logged event concerns a STATUS-REPORT. 

hexBefore 08 22 32 A0 C3 … A hexadecimal representation of the TPDU before the policy is applied. 

hexAfter 08 23 32 00 C3 … A hexadecimal representation of the TPDU after the policy has been 
applied. Empty box indicates the removal of the TPDU. 

Table A - 4 Policy log data 
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A.6.6 Viewing individual packages 
Using the data view gives the user extra value when looking at logs. A window as seen below will 
appear when accessing View | Data. By marking a row in any log window, the TPDU data can be 
studied in more detail in the data view. The data view window is divided in to two text boxes, 
where the top one shows the TPDU raw data in hexadecimal representation, while the other box 
displays the TPDU parameters data as they are interpreted by the SMSCS.  

There is also an Add button at the bottom of the window, by pressing this button the currently 
viewed TPDU is stored in a list of TPDUs. More details about the stored TPDUs can be found in 
A.7.2. Next to the button there is a checkbox that controls if the data view window should be on 
top of all other windows in the application workspace.  

 

Figure A- 14 The data view window 
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A.7 Advanced features 

This section concerns more advanced features of the SMSCS. The functions that are presented 
here mainly fit users like SME software developers and testers. The advanced features can be 
divided in two main categories, data manipulation and data generation.  

A.7.1 Policy 
A policy is a set of rules that determine in what way an outgoing message shall be manipulated, 
before it is placed in the outbox. These rules state if data shall be changed within a message, i.e. 
that segments are thrown.  

1. The policy settings are accessed through Policy menu. In the submenu all the policies can be 
accessed; Deliver (A.7.1.1), Status report (A.7.1.2), Negative submit report (A.7.1.3) and 
Positive submit report (A.7.1.4).  

2. The policy settings window has a list with three columns 

Use This checkbox column states if the policy variables shall be active or not. 
Type This column contains the name of the policy variables. 
Value A column containing the values of the policy variable, all given as hexadecimals. 
 Appropriate values and more details on each type of TP value, can be found in the  
  GSM specification1. 

3. The settings can only be changed when the SMSCS is stopped or paused. 

4. The Save button saves the policy settings, this has to be pressed to activate any changes. 

5. The Undo button set the policy back to previously saved values. 

6. The Check all/Uncheck all button will affect the status of the checkboxes. 

7. To activate a variable in the policy the checkbox for the variable has to be checked. If this is 
the case, every segment covered by the policy will be changed according to the policy, i.e. a 
deliver is changed according to the deliver policy. More details on each policy can be found in 
coming sections.  

8. An existing value can be changed by double clicking the specific parameter. Then the value 
can be edited in the popup, as seen in Figure A- 15. 

Figure A- 15 Edit policy value  
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A.7.1.1 Deliver policy 

Figure A- 16 Deliver policy 

MTI This value (0x00-0x04) will replace the TP-MTI in DELIVER.  
Indicates the type of TPDU. 

MMS This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-MMS in DELIVER.    
Indicates if the recipient has more messages waiting at the SMSC. 

SRI This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-SRI in DELIVER.   
Indicates if status report is requested for this TPDU. 

UDHI This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-UDHI in DELIVER.   
Indicates if header is present in the data part. 

RP This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-RP in DELIVER.  
Indicates if reply path is allowed for this TPDU. 

OA This value (2-12 octets) will replace the TP-OA in DELIVER.  
Octet defining the originators address, i.e. phone number. 

PID This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PID in DELIVER.  
Indicates interworking with a certain type of telematic device. 

DCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-DCS in DELIVER.  
Indicates Message class, coding group, coding setting etc. 

SCTS This value (7 octets) will replace the TP-SCTS in DELIVER.  
Contains the time when TPDU was created in the SMSCS. 

UDL This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-UDL in DELIVER.  
Contains the length of data in this TPDU. 

UD This value (0-140 octets) will replace the TP-UD in DELIVER.  
Contains the data of the TPDU, may consist of a header for EMS data. 
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The following variables will act on the entire message, by making operations on the segments.  

Throw Setting this value will throw away the given number of segments from 
every DELIVER message passed through the policy. Setting the value 
greater then the number of segments in a message, will remove all 
segments from the message. The segments will be thrown in numerical 
order, based on the message sequence number, starting with the lowest 
sequence number. 

Throw random This variable is only in use in combination with Throw, as this only make 
the throwing of segments randomized.  

Send random The final variable in the DELIVER policy shuffles the segments in the 
message, so the sequence order no longer is in numerical order. This is 
always a random process, the actual order can be viewed in the outbox 
log. The value set here states the number of segments that should be 
moved in the message. 
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A.7.1.2 Status report policy 

Figure A- 17 Status report policy 

MTI This value (0x00-0x04) will replace the TP-MTI in STATUS-REPORT.  
Indicates the type of TPDU. 

MMS This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-MMS in STATUS-REPORT. 
Indicates if the recipient has more messages waiting at the SMSC. 

SRQ This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-SRQ in STATUS-REPORT. 
Indicates what type of message the STATUS-REPORT concerns. 

UDHI This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-UDHI in STATUS-REPORT. 
Indicates if a header is present in the data part. 

MR This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-MR in STATUS-REPORT.  
Contains the reference number of the belonged SUBMIT. 

RA This value (2-12 octets) will replace the TP-RA in STATUS-REPORT.  
Octet defining the recipient address, i.e. phone number. 

SCTS This value (7 octets) will replace the TP-SCTS in STATUS-REPORT.  
Contains the time when TPDU was created in SMSC. 

DT This value (7 octets) will replace the TP-DT in STATUS-REPORT.  
Contains the time when which a SUBMIT segment was successfully 
delivered or attempt to deliver to recipient SME. 

ST This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-ST in STATUS-REPORT. 
Contains a description of status of the belonged submit message. 

PI This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PI in STATUS-REPORT. 
Indicates which optional parameters are set in the STATUS-REPORT. 

PID This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PID in STATUS-REPORT.  
Indicates interworking with a certain type of telematic device. 

DCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-DCS in STATUS-REPORT.  
Indicates message class, coding group, coding setting etc. 
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UDL This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-UDL in STATUS-REPORT. 
Contains the length of data in the segment. 

UD This value (0-140 octets) will replace the TP-UD in STATUS-REPORT.  
Contains the data of the TPDU. 

The following variables will act on the entire message, by making operations on the segments.  

Throw Setting this value will throw every outgoing STATUS-REPORT. 
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A.7.1.3 Negative submit report policy 

Figure A- 18 Negative submit report policy 

MTI This value (0x00-0x04) will replace the TP-MTI in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates the type of TPDU. 

UDHI This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-UDHI in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates if a header is present in the data part. 

FCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-FCS in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains failure cause of not approved submit segment. 

PI This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PI in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates which optional parameters are set in the status report. 

SCTS This value (7 octets) will replace the TP-SCTS in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the time when TPDU was created in SMSCS. 

PID This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PID in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates interworking with a certain type of telematic device. 

DCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-DCS in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates message class, coding group, coding setting etc. 

UDL This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-UDL in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the length of data in the segment 

UD This value (0-140 octets) will replace the TP-UD in negative SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the data of the TPDU. 

The following variables will act on the entire message, by making operations on the segments.  

Throw This variable will throw every outgoing negative SUBMIT-REPORT. 

Throw e.o. This variable will throw every other outgoing negative SUBMIT-
REPORT.  

Invert This variable will invert every outgoing negative SUBMIT-REPORT to a 
positive SUBMIT-REPORT.  
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A.7.1.4 Positive submit report policy  

Figure A- 19 Positive submit report policy 

MTI This value (0x00-0x04) will replace the TP-MTI in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates the type of TPDU. 

UDHI This value (0x00-0x01) will replace the TP-UDHI in positive submit 
SUBMIT-REPORT. Indicates if a header is present in the data part. 

FCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-FCS in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains failure cause of not approved SUBMIT segment. 

PI This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PI in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates which optional parameters are set in the status report. 

SCTS This value (7 octets) will replace the TP-SCTS in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the time when TPDU was created in SMSCS. 

PID This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-PID in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates interworking with a certain type of telematic device. 

DCS This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-DCS in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Indicates message class, coding group, coding setting etc. 

UDL This value (0x00-0xFF) will replace the TP-UDL in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the length of data in the segment 

UD This value (0-140 octets) will replace the TP-UD in positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. Contains the data of the TPDU. 
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The following variables will act on the entire message, by making operations on the segments.  

Throw Setting this value will throw away all positive SUBMIT-REPORT. 

Throw e.o. This variable will throw every other outgoing positive SUBMIT-
REPORT. 

Invert This value will invert every outgoing positive SUBMIT-REPORT to a 
negative SUBMIT-REPORT with the given failure cause. 

Invert e.o. This variable is like Invert, but it will invert every other instead of all. 
This variable will only be useful when Invert has been activated. 

A.7.2 Add TPDU 
The SMSCS has a feature that allows TPDUs to be generated directly into the outbox. This 
decreases the need of having two clients running to generate test cases. All types of TPDUs can be 
sent this way. When running the application at start-up, there are already some pre-made TPDUs 
in the list (A.9). As described in section A.6.6, users may also add TPDUs from the view to the add 
TPDU list (Figure A- 20). Notice that TPDUs added this way are not affected by any policy rules. 

The TPDU added will always be addressed with Client1 as its destination and Client2 as its 
origination. This means that TPDUs are always adjusted before display so that they match with the 
SMSCS’s address book.  

Figure A- 20 Add TPDU 

1. The Add TPDU functionality can be accessed through Tools | Add TPDU. 

2. The Add TPDU settings window has a list with four columns 

Add This checkbox column states if the TPDU is to be send or not  
Id This column contains specific Id number of the TPDU  
Type This column contains the name of the TPDU packet type  
Description This column contains a description of the TPDU 

3. The Add TPDU can only be accessed when the SMSCS is running. 

4. The Check all/Uncheck all button will affect the status of the checkboxes. 

5. The Ok button closes the existing window without any savings. 
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6. The Send button will put selected TPDUs in the outbox.  

7. The Delete button will erase selected TPDUs from list.  

8. The Backup button will do a backup of all TPDUs in list. To switch back to this file, you 
need to manually replace existing “tpdu_packets.book” in data folder with backup file. 

9. To activate a TPDU in list for transmission, the checkbox for the TPDU has to be checked. 

10. To change existing description of a TPDU, just double click the item row for specific TPDU. 
The description is editable in the appearing popup window (Figure A- 21). 

Figure A- 21 Popup window for editing the description 
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A.7.3 Debug mode 
When developing software it is most essential to be able to debug the code. As all developers 
know this may take a lot longer time than it takes for a message to be sent from a originator to a 
recipient. To disable the mechanism that sends data to a client the SMSCS introduces the debug 
mode. This feature gives the user possibility to tell the SMSCS when to attempt a transmission of 
the next outgoing data. The incoming traffic is not affected in any way by the debug mode. 

The TPDU validity period has to be taken to consideration here, as it is not affected in any way by 
the debug mode. So even if the user keeps a TPDU in outbox under debug mode it may get invalid 
if the validity period is passed. This is solved by simply increasing the Tpdutime in outbox (A.5.4) 
or by adjusting the TPDU’s own validity period. 

1. The debug mode is set on and off through SMSC | Debug mode 

2. A new button appears in the button row when debug mode is active (Figure A- 22) 

3. The initial state of debug mode is that it awaits the user to allow transmission of the next 
outgoing TPDU, which is indicated by the Send Next button. 

4. By pressing Send Next the SMSCS will transmit the next outgoing package. 

5. While the SMSCS is waiting for the next outgoing TPDU, the attempt to send can be stopped 
by pressing Stop Send. This action will put the SMSCS back in the previous mode, waiting 
for Send Next to be pressed.  

6. The debug mode can be inactivated again by accessing SMSC | Debug mode  

a)   b)  

Figure A- 22 The Debug mode button, appears as either Send Next (a) or as Stop Send (b) 
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Since the debug mode is mainly a manual mode of the SMSCS, another requirement soon arises. 
The developer will most likely get in the need of disposing TPDUs manually, to check a specific 
error scenario. This situation may for instance occur if there is a need of deleting a specific 
segment in a message. 

1. The debug mode has to be active, as described previously through SMSC | Debug mode 

2. Next to the Send Next a Delete Next button appears in the button row (Figure A- 23) 

3. When ever the Send Next button is accessible, the same applies for the Delete Next. The only 
restriction is that there has to be data in the outbox. 

4. By pressing Delete Next the SMSCS will delete the next outgoing package. 

5. To keep track of the TPDU concerned with the next debug action, the next TPDU is presented 
in the status bar. As seen in (Figure A- 23) a TPDU is presented with its id number and 
package type. 

Figure A- 23 The delete next button (a) and the status bar indication (b). 

a) b) 
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A.8 FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions  

Q: Can I run two client connections from the same PC towards a single SMSCS? 

A: Yes. This can be achieved when the clients run on the same machine as the SMSCS. One 
client then has to be set with the IP of a local host, which in most cases mean IP-address 
127.0.0.1. The second client has to be set with the local IP-address, i.e. 192.168.51.22. 

Q: Can the SMSCS recognize deliver reports of any size? 

A: No. The SMSC can only recognize deliver reports that only has the mandatory octets. This 
means a positive deliver report has two octets, and the negative deliver report has three 
octets. This restriction is due to the fact that information about the submit report type is 
carried on a low level of the GSM network, which can not be retrieved by the SMSCS as it 
only simulates the Application Layer and the Transport Layer. 

Q: My client send TPDUs but they never get in the inbox? 

A: This is mostly likely a result of a bad setting in the address book, as the client needs to be 
specified as a subscriber to be able to initiate transmission. 

Q: Is it possible to simulate reply path with the SMSCS? 

A: Yes. The SMSCS allows the user to specify clients as subscribers of the ‘network’. If the 
client has two SMSCS connections it may simulate the reply path by setting up the 
connections properly. See the GSM specification1 for more details about reply path. 

Q: Can any client communicate with the SMSCS? 

A: Almost. The basic requirement is that the client of course communicates through TCP/IP, but 
it also has to be able to interpret additional routing information. This information is placed in 
front of every TPDU transmitted to and from the SMSCS. More details can be obtained from 
the report concerning the SMSCS development6. 

Q: Can traffic be recorded for retransmission later? 

A: Yes. By adding TPDUs to the packages list they can be retransmitted again at any time. 

Q: Why are not TPDUs added from the package list sent to the client? 

A: The Add TPDU feature is preset so that Clinet1 is the destination and Clinet2 is the 
originator of the TPDUs. Therefore, these two must be properly set before using the feature. 

Q: The graphic appears to be unfit to the application windows. Can this be adjusted? 

A: Yes. The problem is probably a result of improper display settings in Windows. The DPI 
should be set to normal size, which means 96 dpi.  

Q: The SMSCS does not start. Can a reset be forced in any way? 

A: Yes. By deleting all files in the data and log folders the application is set back to it’s original 
settings. The application will not start if an instance of it is already running. 

                                                           

6 Implementation of a Short Message Service Centre in a TCP/IP environment,   
Söderberg & Kautto, Master thesis 2003.76, Blekinge Institute of Technology 
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A.9 Pre-Defined TPDUs 

Packet ID Packet Type Description Message content 

1 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

2 DELIVER PID: Telex , DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

3 DELIVER PID: Group 3 telefax DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

4 DELIVER PID: Group 4 telefax with 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

5 DELIVER PID: Internet electronic mail with 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

6 DELIVER PID: Short message type 0, DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

7 DELIVER PID: Replace short message type 1, DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

8 DELIVER PID, Replace short message type 2, DCS: 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

9 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: 8-bit coding Teleca AB 

10 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: 16-bit coding (UCS2) Teleca AB 

11 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Message class 0, 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

12 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Message class 1, 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

13 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Message class 2, 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

14 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Message class 3, 7-bit coding Teleca AB 

15 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: automatic deletion, Message class 0 Teleca AB 

16 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Reseved coding groups Teleca AB 

17 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Voicemail message waiting, discard 
 message, 7-bit coding 

Teleca AB 

18 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Fax message waiting, discard  
 message, 7-bit coding 

Teleca AB 

19 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: E-mail waiting, discard   
 message, 7-bit coding 

Teleca AB 

20 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Voicemail message waiting, store  
 message, 7-bit coding 

Teleca AB 

21 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: Message class 2, 8 bit coding Teleca AB 

22 DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: 7-bit coding, UDL/UD error Teleca AB 

Table A - 5 Single segment SMS 
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Packet ID Packet Type Description Message content 

23 

24 

25 

DELIVER Concatenated EMS with images, error 
with sequence number. 3 segments 

 

26 

27 
DELIVER PID: No interworking, DCS: 7-bit coding, 

16 bit reference number. 2 segments 
 

28 

29 
DELIVER iMelody, 2 segments 

 

30 

31 
DELIVER Image, 2 segments 

 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

DELIVER Image, 5 segments 
 

37 

38 
DELIVER Image, 2 segments 

 

39 

40 
DELIVER Image, 2 segments 

 

41 

42 
DELIVER Image, 2 segments 

 

43 DELIVER Image  

44 DELIVER Image  

45 

46 
DELIVER Animation, 2 segments 

 

47 DELIVER Image  

48 DELIVER Image  

49 DELIVER Image  

Table A - 6 Single and multi segment EMS 

Packet ID Packet Type Description Message content 

50 POS SUBMIT REPORT Standard positive submit report NONE 

51 NEG SUBMIT REPORT Standard negative submit report, with FCS: 0xFF NONE 

52 STATUS REPORT Standard status report, with ST: 0x00 NONE 

53 COMMAND Standard command NONE 

54 NEG DELIVER REPORT Standard negative deliver report, with FCS: 0xFF NONE 

55 POS DELIVER REPORT Standard positive deliver report NONE 

56 SUBMIT Standard submit Teleca AB 

Table A - 7 Reports and submits 
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Appendix B Numeric representation 

This appendix presents three different ways of presenting values.  

B.1 Integer representation 

With this type of representation a numeric value is represented with one or more octets. Theses 
can be either complete octets or fractions of octets. Two rules are applied on integer values (Figure 
B - 1). 

1. Octet with the lowest index contain the most significant bits 

2. Bits with the highest bit indexes are the most significant bits 
 

Bits  

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1      0 1 0 

2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

O
ct

et
s 

3 1 1        
[octet 1] [octet 2] [octet 3] 

Represented = 010 1100 0100 11 = 3859 (decimal) 

Figure B - 1 Example of integer representation 

B.2 Octet representation 

In difference to the integer representation the octet representation is restricted to complete octets. 
Also each octet represents one decimal value, by the four least significant bits (Table B - 1). This 
may of course be a real big waste of memory space, as the four most significant bits of each octet 
are unused. 

Octet value Decimal value 

0000 0000 0 

0000 0001 1 

0000 0010 2 

0000 0011 3 

0000 0100 4 

0000 0101 5 

0000 0110 6 

0000 0111 7 

0000 1000 8 

0000 1001 9 

Table B - 1 Octet representation 
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B.3 Semi-octet representation 

With the semi-octet representation the waste in the octet representation is avoided. As the name 
applies the numeric value is represented in one or more half octets, in other words with 4 bit parts 
as show in Table B - 1. As with the integer representation two rules are applied to the semi-octet 
representation: 

1. Octet with the lowest octet index contain the most significant decimal digits 

2. Within one octet, the half-octet with bits numbered 0-3 represents the most significant digit.  

If a value need an odd number of semi-octets the remaining half octet is filled with 1111, to 
indicate that it is to be ignored. 

Half-octet value Decimal digit 

0000 0 

0001 1 

0010 2 

0011 3 

0100 4 

0101 5 

0110 6 

0111 7 

1000 8 

1001 9 

1010 * 

1011 # 

1100 a 

1101 b 

1110 c 

1111 Used as fill bits 

Table B - 2 Semi-octet representation 

 

  Bits 

 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

O
ct

et
s 

2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 
[octet 1] [octet 2] [octet 3] 

Represented = 0100 0011 0001 = 431 (decimal) 

Figure B - 2 Example of semi-octet representation 
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Appendix C Test cases 

The test cases described in this appendix requires some settings. First of all the SMSCS must be up 
and running, with its default settings. The clients should be set properly, according to the states 
listed: 

Client1: Connected to the SMSCS  
Client2: Connected to the SMSCS  
Client3: Not connected to the SMSCS  
Client4: Not subscriber to the SMSCS 

 

Case Originator Destination Scenario 

1 Client1 Client2 Originator sends: SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

2 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), three segments with modified parameters: 
TP-UDHI:  0x01  
TP-UDL:  Depending on UD  
TP-UD:  Concatenated data 

3 Client1 Client3 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. SM is transmitted 15 times. 
Destination should be connected at the end of the transmission. 

4 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), eight segments with modified parameters: 
TP-UDHI:  0x01  
TP-UDL:  Depending on UD  
TP-UD:  Concatenated data 

5 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment with modified parameter: 

TP-SRR:  0x01  

Originator receives a status report (Table C - 5). 

6 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment.  

Originator receives a positive submit report (Table C - 4). 

7 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment with modified parameter: 
TP-PID:  0x21 

Originator receives a negative submit report (Table C - 4) with modification: 

TP-FCS:  0x80 

8 Client1 Client4 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

Originator receives a negative submit report (Table C - 4) with modification: 
TP-FCS:  0xC3 

9 Client1 Client3 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. The TPDU timeout should be 
changed to 15 seconds. 

10 Client1 Client3 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment.  

Table C - 1 Normal flow 
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Case Originator Destination Scenario 

11 SMSCS Client1 Originator sends first SM (see Manual for more details) 

Originator receives a positive deliver report (Table C - 6). 

12 SMSCS Client1 Originator sends second SM (see Manual for more details). 
Originator receives a negative deliver report (Table C - 6). 

13 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

The positive submit report should be inverted to a negative one with value TP-FCS: 
80. 

Originator receives a returned negative submit report (Table C - 4). 

14 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment with modification: 
TP-PID:  0x21 

The negative submit report parameter TP-FCS should be set with value: 80. 
Originator receives negative submit report (Table C - 4). 

15 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

The outgoing deliver (Table C - 7) should be edited with modification: 
TP-UD:  D4 32 BB 3C 

16 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

The outgoing deliver (Table C - 7) should be edited with modification: 
TP-PID:  0x11 

17 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), three segments with modification: 

TP-UDHI:  0x01  
TP-UDL:  Depending on UD  
TP-UD:  Concatenated data 

The send random function in deliver should be active with value 1. 

18 Client1 Client2 Originator sends SM (Table C - 3), one segment. 

The outgoing deliver (Table C - 7) should be edited with modification: 

TP-UD:  D4 32 BB 3C 0E 83 82 
TP-UDL:  0x08 

Table C - 2 Data manipulation and traffic generation 
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Parameter Value 

TP-MTI 01 

TP-RD 00 

TP-VPF 00 

TP-SRR 00 

TP-UDHI 00 

TP-RP 00 

TP-MR 00-FF 

TP-DA 02 91 11 

TP-PID 00 

TP-DCS 00 

TP-VP Not used 

TP-UDL 09 

TP-UD D4 32 BB 3C 0E 83 82 42 (Teleca AB) 

Table C - 3 SUBMIT 

 

Type Parameter Value 

Positive & Negative TP-MTI 01 

Positive & Negative TP-PI 00 

Positive & Negative TP-SCTS 7 OCTET with valid timestamp 

Negative TP-FCS B0 

Table C - 4 SUBMIT REPORT 

 

Parameter Value 

TP-MTI 10 

TP-MMS 00-01, depends if more message is to transmit 

TP-SRQ 00 

TP-UDHI 00 

TP-MR 00-FF 

TP-RA 02 91 11 

TP-SCTS 7 OCTET with valid timestamp 

TP-DT 7 OCTET with valid timestamp 

TP-ST 00 

Table C - 5 STATUS REPORT 
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Type Parameter Value 

Positive & Negative TP-MTI 00 

Positive & Negative TP-PI 00 

Negative TP-FCS 80 

Table C - 6 DELIVER REPORT 

 

Parameter Value 

TP-MTI 00 

TP-MMS 00-01, depends if more message is to transmit 

TP-SRI 00 

TP-UDHI 00 

TP-RP 00 

TP-OA 02 91 22 

TP-PID 00 

TP-DCS 00 

TP-SCTS 7 OCTET with valid timestamp 

TP-UDL 09 

TP-UD D4 32 BB 3C 0E 83 82 42 (Teleca AB) 

Table C - 7 DELIVER 

 


